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--INTRODUCTION

The recent passage of

th~

Swing-Johnson bill by Con-

gress and its approval by the President has been the signal
for a general rejoicing throughout the West, and especlally
in Southern California, the
fitted by this legislation.

~eotion

to be meet directly bene-

There hae been a widespread

feeling that the long fight for Federal development of thia
great western river is over, and that we may begin shortly to
realize some concrete returns upon our investment.

Press re-

porte indicate that many are alrea.dy seeking work on the conatruction of the dam at Black Canyon, in anticipation of the
ifiii'Dediate launching of the project. · "Wild cat" employment
agencies have sprung up .and are extorting fees from workseekers by promisee of good positions on the construction
job.

Real estate "sharks" are already active and have pro-

moted the sale of much . land which they ,..represent as being
situated in a favorable spot for irrigation from water to
be impounded by the dam.

Much of this land ie said by the

government .to be situated several hundred feet above the
level of

the . propo~ed

dam to be unfit for

u~e

even if water
.. . .. .

were &Tailable.

To forestall this exploitation of men and land the government has recently issued a

tim~ly

warning to the effect that

1 t will be at least eighteen months before work on· the con-··

l

atruetion of the dam is actually begun and that no homesteading
claime on land und·e r the project will be allowed until i te eom:-

iv

pletion wbioh will be about eight years.
!his announcement may come as somewhat of a shoot to
many optimists unacquainted with the actual provisions of the
bill.

fo. them it may be said that much depends upon the poss1-

. b111ty of reaching a satisfactory solution of the problem of
water allocation between California and Arizona• . !o date such
a solution has not been reached and unless Arizona is satisfied
it is highly probable that the question will be carried to the
courts and long months of litigation ensue.

If a satisfactory

compromise is reached, the launching of the work will not be ·
long delayed.

Of the ultimate outcome there oan be no doubt,

and the future ·seems to hold a very rich promise for the great
Southwest.
As this subject is approached for study one is somewhat
overwhelmed by its many ramifications.
alone are of tremendous scope.

Tne engineering problems .

The legal aspects of the question

furnish material for exhaustive study.

The political issues

tend to olaim a . greater place than their.real merit would seem
to justify.

While all the different phases of the question are

somewhat closely bound together, it has been the purpose of the
writer in this study to draw at least a faint line of demarcation and confine it as much as possible to the economic aspects.
!he Boulder Canyon Project Act proposes a four fold plan ot eo~
omio development; namely, flood-control, irrigation, power development and domestic water-supply.

It is to these features

that most attention Will be given, together with the historical
background of the program.·
It would be only just at this point to acknowledge the very

v
generous response to calls sent out by the writer for reference material.

Kore than a score of individuals and organ-

izations responded with most gratifying results.

InclUded

in these were the governors of the seven states in the Colorado
River basin, Senator Biram

w.

Johnson and Congressman Philip

Swing of California, co-authors of the Swing-Johnson bill; the
Chairmen of the Senate and House committees on Irrigation and
Reclamation; the Pacifio Gas and

~lectrio

Company; the South-

ern California Edison Oompany; the Boulder Dam Association, and
many others.
Very generous assistance was also received at the College
of the Pacific Library and the .Stockton Public Library.

EARLY .HISTORY . OF THE OOLORADO -RIVZR
Public interest in the Colorado River is too often
thought of as being concomitant with the introduction of the
Swing-Johnson Bill.into Congress, or at most not antedating
the Imperial Valley disaster of 1905-06.

As a matter of fact,

however, this remarkable body of water has been the object of
sporadic efforts at exploration and observation for about four
centuries, although these efforts produced nothing in the way
of a unified plan of development until very recently.

Mr.

Arthur Powell Davie, former director of the United States
Reclamation Service, says that systematic study of the lower
river really began with the passage of the Reclamation Act of
1902, which provided for the investigation of reservoir

sit~s,

irrigation projects, etc., and the carrying out of varioua teats.
and exper1menta. 1 •
However, during the: past few hundred years
a

real and fruitful work has gone on, the importance of which

should not be overlooked in a study of this kind.

Our earliest knowledge of the Colorado River has come down
to us from the Spanish •conquistadores• and •padres•, bearer•
of the sword and cross.

Of these two groups, we

owe moat of

our historical knowledge to the latter, who seemed to leave the
more valuable records to posterity.

Spanish interest was stirred

for the first time when Cortez beard remarkable tales of the
Seven Cities of Cibola, stories of great wealth of gold and
1.

lng1neer1ag Newa-Reoord.

Feb.2,1922 ••••••••• P.l84.

2.
treasure.

Be forthwith dispatched an expedition, in

year 1536, to search out this place of riohee.

~he

!he recorda

of the journey 1ndioate that it failed to penetrate far into
the interior.

Later expeditions reached Oibola in safety, to

find only a few Indian mud villages, quite devoid of the gold
and silver which was sought. 1 •
The next group to come upon the scene were the •padres•.
Their work waa· done chiefly during the eighteenth century, and
the two principle figures were Fathers Escalante and Garces.
The good •padres• were not particularly interested in gold, nor
did they give much attention to the exploration of the riTer.
Their duty, as they saw it, was to search out and convert the
Indians to the Christian faith.

Francisco Garces made five

trips in all between 1768 and l77o. 2•

The natural result of

their particular interest was that their recorda reveal more
concerning the people with whom they came in contact, and the
general topography of the country, than about the river itself.
For over forty years after the last :.-• padre• expedition
under Escalante in 1777, there was no further progress in the
exploration of the river.

About 1820 interest was again revived

when trappers began to enter various parts of the river canyon
and ply their trade.

Although no doubt participating in some

very interesting experiences, the ;rappers have left us little
of value for two reasons.

In the first place, they were unable

or unwilling to keep accurate
1. treeman, . Lewie R.

a.

record~

and, second, such recorda

The Oolor&do R1ver •••••• • ••••••••P. 6.

Water Supply Paper no. 395 •••••••••••••••••••••••••p• 1?.

~.

as were kept fell into the hands of editors or collaborators
who colored them so .highly as to render them
. almost valueleae
for historical atudy. 1 •suoh was the case with the story of ·
Jame8~ Patt1~, a

trapper of . unusually rich experi·ence, whose

etory~aa · ~old : by t~e Rev~~end

Flint, at that time editor.of

a pubiication in Cincinnati' oalied the "Western Review•, was
eo grossly exaggerated as to be quite worthleaa.2'
~ Until . the

yea; 1825 there bad been no attempts of any

consequence made . to eXplore the ·Colorado · by boating into the
.

.

depths of.the . oanyon~ · · Tbe · ~irat · reltable account of a jo~~ney
of this kind is that of . one . made by General William Henry Asb-

z.

~ey. ·:

. .. ..

It seems · that Ashley had lost a sUbstantial fortune and

plunged ·heavily into· debt, and it was the hope ot .f1nancial
rehabil1 tat ion through the medium of the fur trade that led him
to undertake the enterprise. · EVen .with the poorest of preparation-and equipment, he succeeded in running many _cf the moat
vic~oua

rapids in the Green River. and left by way of record a

fund of valuable information for
exped1tio~s.
. the us&:of
- future
.
Kuch · ot his data was lost, however, including~ valuable topographical .map of the region explored.
·within a year after Ashley had given the country the first
reliable information concerning -the upper canyoner a young
British naval officer gave

~a

the first authentic description

of the country around the mouth of the river.

fhie account oame

.tb.J. Oolor&do River ••••••• '· •••• ~ ·.. P.ss. ·

1.

r~eeman,

a.

Ibid .••.- ......... ~ ......•. ~ ................ . .... e ••••• P.Bl.

Lewis R.

3. later Supply Paper Bo. 395 •••••••••••••• ::~ ••••• ~ •••• P.19.

from Lieutenant Hardy who was employed

by

a British company

to investigate certain concessions they oontemplated. working
on the Gulf.

Be wn led to attempt the navigation of the

river by the need of replenishing his food supply.
he did not

.,

While

far, so painstaking were his efforts and

p~aetrate

so accurate his maps and records that his written account
contained more accurate information relative to the physiography, hydrography and ethnology of this region than bad
'
been brought to light in the preceding
three hundred years

since its discovery!•
Probably the most spectacular achievement in Colorado
River history was the run of William Kanly and six other men
down the canyons of the Green River in 1849.
group were boatmen.
gold rush.

Hone of the

They were teamsters called west by the

Possessing a deadly fear of the M.ormans, and

having no knowledge of the river except that it emptied somewhere in the vicinity of California, they decided that the
.

~·

•water route• was Preferable
to the overiand and embarked
-· .
-

without a qualm of fear.

Needless to say, the first span of

their journey down the Green River proved quite enough and the
rest of the trip was made overland.

It was this party that
passed over and first named Death Valley. 3•
It was not until 1850 that the United States government
toot

~Y

actiTe interest in the ezploration of the river.

first government attempt 'came about as the result

___

oi

·... .

The

the estab-

lishment of a military post at the mouth of the Gila River tor

-

.

1. Freeman, Lewis R. The Colorado River •••••••••••••••••• P.l23
...;.___

a.

-----

rreeman, Lewis R. The dofoi:ado River •••••••••••• ·•••••• P.l40

~.

the protection of California-bound gold seekers.

Due to the

difficulty of provisioning the post by land, an expedition
was sent out under Lieutenant George Derby to seek out a
means of access

by

water.

Although the boat provided Derby

was not suitable for navigation of the Colorado River, his
report 1nd1oated the possibility of navigation for smaller
craft and commercial navigation at once began.

A few years

later another eXPedition under Lieutenant Ives penetrated a•
far north as Black Oanyon, demonstrating the practicability

of navigation to that point and making many valuable scientific
observations.l•
The first man known to have passed through the Grand
Oanyon of the Colorado was Major J.
this great feat in 1869.

w.

Powell who accomplished

His expedition was carefully planned

and funds were provided by the State Institutions of Illinoi•
and the Chicago Academy of Science.

The only assistance offered

by the government was in the form of a permit for his party to
draw rations from the nearest available western army posts.
The completion of the trip was in itself a great achievement,
but the difficulties were so great that the recorda kept were
meager, the scientific results not what was desired and many
instruments and much data were.lost. 2 •
.With a view to supplementing the limited information gained
on the first trip, Major Powell organised a second expedition
in 1871 •. · This time the task of securing financial backing wa•
1. rreeman;· Lewis R.

The ·Oolorad.o River ••••••••••••••• P.l47

2. Water. Sue:eJ.t Pa;Qet llo. 395•••••••••••••••••••••••• ~.P. 20

s.
relatiYely easy.

The government was now interested and no

great difficulty was encountered 1n securipg Oongre~sional
appropriations. 1 • Backed by the experience of the first
journey, no trouble or expense .was spared in the preparation

tor the second. 'The men were carefully chosen, ahelally
constructed boats provided, and arrangements made to have
supplies brought in at different points along the river.

Kore

tha't1 ·f ifteen months were tale en in mating the trip and surYeye
between the spot where the Union Pacific railway crosses the
Green River in Wyoming to the mouth of Kanab Creek.

Thia time

the records kept were accurate and were so carefully done that
they have ever since been used as guideposts by those ventur-

ing into the canyon. 2 •
The end of Powell's second expedition may be said to have
marked the end of the first era of Colorado River history,tbe
era of exploration.

The interests of science appear to have

been served and curiosity satisfied.
opene~,

an

In 1889 the second era

era of practical utilization in the interest of

economic advancement.

In that year a Kr. Frank K. Brown

conceived the idea that the Colorado Canyon could be used aa
I

3

a route for a railway into the Southwest. •

Be believed that

eucb a road constructed on a low uniform gradient through the
middle and lower canyons would have an immense competitive
advantage with other lines having heavy gradients.

The pr1n•

c1pal purpose of such a road was to carry coal into the
1. Del)nbaugb,

a.

r.s. A Qapxon voxage ••••••••••••••••.•••P.

3

freeman, Lewis R. The Colorado River•••••••••••••••••P.292

3. JAte; SupplY Pape; Bo. 39S ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• P. 21

7.
Southwest, this being far in advance of the present extensive
use of petroleum and electricity.
formed to carry out the plan and
the preliminary surveys.

A

com~y

a party

was actually

fitted out to make

The party met with disaster, howeTer,

and Brown and two others lost their lives in the canyon rapida.
His engineer, Robert Brewster Stanton later completed the survey, and proved the engineering feasability of the plan, but
the lack of any economic justification prohibited the carrying
out of the wort. 1 •

1. Freeman, Lewis R.

Tbe Qolor&do River ••••••••••••••••• P.321

KODIRR HISTORY OF COLORADO RIVER DEVELOPMENT
The modern period of Colorado River development may be
said to have begun with the active studies started in the last
decade of the nineteenth century by the United Statee Geological
Survey.

About 1894-5 they launched a study of the basin by

the establishment of several stations in various parts of the
valley for the measurement of stream discharge.

They were

urged to renewed and more extensive work by the Imperial Valley
disaster of 1905-6, an event which helped to focus the public
eye on the urgent need for a unified plan for the development
and control of the river.

Within the next twenty years in-

numerable surveys and investigations were launched for the
purpose of studying dam sites, stream measurements, water appropriations, irrigation projects and power sites.
The first exhaustive study was completed by the United
States Geological Survey and the results set forth in a series
of papers, of which the moat important was Water Supply Paper
Ro. 395, prepared by E.

o.

Larue, and published in 1915.

A

second careful study of Mr. Larue was published ten years later
as Water Supply Paper Ro. 556.

This study was entitled •water

Power and Flood Control of the Oolor4do River below Green River,
Utah. 1
Investigations were also carried on by the Reclamation
Service with special reference to problems of irrigation and
reclamation.

One of these was undertaken in 1914, the results

being embodied in a voluminous report by llr. John T. Whistler·,
engineer of the United States Reclamation

Service~

Still another

9.

by Kr. F. C. Weymouth, known as Senate Document 142, was so
exhaustive that it would have cost $10,000 to have it published
so that up to the present time only four copies are in existence,
all these being in Washington.
The next important step was. the passage by Congress in
May, 1920

of the so-called 'Kincaid Act"·· authorizing the Sec-

retary of the Interior to carry out · a comprehensive study of the
Colorado River with special reference to problems of flood control and economical use of the water of the stream.

The sec-

retary's report was published ·in 1922, containing a summary of
all available information and recommending the construction of

a storage dam in or near Boulder Canyon and a high line canai
from~ Dam to Imperial Valley. 1 •
The .first bill introduced for the purpose of carrying out
the recommendations of the Secretary of the Interior was presented to the House of Representatives by Congressman Philip
Swing of California on April as, 192a. 2 •
on this bill

bu~

Ro action was taken

another was brought bef9re the next Congress,

aponsored in the House by Congressman Swing and in the Senate
by Senator Hiram Johnson of California, known as the SwingJohnson Bill.

Tbe . fight was carried from one session of Con-

gress to the next until the final passage of the bill in Dec.

:

ember 1928, when it became known as the Boulder Canyon Project
Act.

In the meantime the various states of the Colorado River

Basin - be~ to realize that if developm~nt of t.the river took
f. .Dart·~, .lr.;P. %at Coloracto Rive;, §u;yeva !he OozmNuity . Build.

2. Known as H.R. 11,449.

er. K&r;l92B ••••••• P.14 .
Sess1op.

. S~tb-Congresa ~d

10.
place in advance of some kind of an agreement among tbe states
concerned, the autonomy of these states might be seriously
affected and tbat endless litigation over questions o·t water
rights would certainly ensue.

It was decided that an inter-

state treaty would be the beat solution of the problem.
The Constitution of the United States provides that two
or more states may enter into a treaty or compact by permission
1• .
o f t he national government.
Congress was requested to grant

aucb permission, which it did on August 19, 1921.

This was

followed by auitable action on the part of the states and representative& were appointed to what was known as the Colorado
River Commission.

Each state had one representative, while the

Federal government was represented by Herbert Hoover who was
named chairman of the group.
/

After a series of meetings and hearing conducted for the

purpose of securing data on the question the Commission met
in Santa re, New Mexico, in the fall of 1922 to begin the act'

ual work of drafting a treaty.
eighteen months of

On Hovember 24·, 1932, after

la~or

a seven state agreement was signed by
the different state representativea. 8 · A copy of this compact

is found in the appendix.

It is undoubtedly the most important

feature of the Colorado River controversy and baa been used ae
a starting point for nearly all discussion of Colorado River
development.
The original purpose of the commission was to ·agree on a

..

1. Constitution of the United States.
2. Majority Report.

Article I

..

..

Sec. ·10-.·

S.728. 70th Oong. lat Sesa ••••••• P.l4.

ll.
proper allocation of water between the states.

But eighteen

months of bickering demonstrated the hopelessness of achieving
any suoh agreement, consequently the allocation finally deter-

mined upon was simply between the upper and lower basins.
According to the terms of the treaty there was apportioned,
Win perpetuity to the upper basin and to the lower basin respectively, tne exclusive beneficial cons~ptive use of
71 5000,000 acre-feet of water per annu~ which shall include
~1 water necessary for the supply of any rights which may
now exist.w 1.

In addition, the lower basin could increase ita amount by
1,000,000 acre feet, making a total of

a,soo,ooo

acre feet.

The lower basin states were defined as Arizona, California
and levada; the upper basin states were COlorado, Wyoming, Utah,
and lew Kexico.
On the presentation of the compact to the legislatures of
the various states involved, it received the prompt indorsement
of all except Arizona.

Her refusal was based on the fact that

the absence of a definite water allocation between states gave
her no protection against California, a more rapidly developing
state.
lower

California would have put moat of the water allowed the
basi~

into use long before Arizona .was ready for it and

thus establish priority rights •. A move was then initiated to
mate the treaty effective with the ratification of only six
states.

California refused to agree to this, for reasons which

will be explained, and the situation was further complicated by
the action of the state \of Utah in rescinding her approval.
Then followed a long series of conferences, proposals

1.

and

Append1x •.....•••.•..••••• ~···························P•l03

12.

counter-proposals, controversies of great bitterness, and
finally an effort to reach a tri-state agreement for the allocation of t4e water of tne lower basin.

To date this has borne

no fruit, but the next meeting of the conference on April 17,
19a9 is looked forward to with great hope. 1 •

Kuch of the opposition to the Swing-Johnson bill as originally drawn was caused by the belief that the project had not been
thoroughly examined with regard to its engineering features and
that the cost estimates were inaccurate.

These first cost es-

timates were as follows:
1. Cost

a.

ot: dam ••••..•.•••••••••••••••••.• $41 , 500,000

All-American Oanal ••••••.••••••••••••• 31,000,000

3. Power development •••.••••••••••••••••• 31,500,000
4. Interest charges ••••••••••••••••••••• ; 21,000,000

Total

t1as,ooo,ooo

2.

Alao it was provided tnatthis entire sum was to be paid within fifty years out of the sale of power and water.

Finally

a board of engi-n eers and geologists was :named by Congress to
make a study during the summer and fall of 1928 on the matter
of the projects feasability and the best site.

On December

1, 1928 the boards report was given, of whicn tne following
may be said to be the principal features:
1. Recommendation of the Black Canyon site.

a.

Approval of engineering feasibility.

3. Revision upward of coat estimates.
1. News Item.

Stockton R§oor4

Jlaroh

a,

1929.

2. Scattergood, E.F. Engineering and Economic Features ot
Boulder Dam. Annal_s·-:::of-~--Amertc~AcademY. Jan.I9~.P.12l.

13.

4. Approval of plan for sale of power.
5.

of a treaty with Mexico determining
water rights prior to the completion of the project. 1 •

Reoom~endation

The Swing-Johnson bill was at once revised to bring it
into line with the new cost estimates and as finally passed it
provided for a nossible expenditure of $165,000,000 on the project, to be apportioned as follows: 3 •
1. For a concrete dam 550 ft. high in Black

· ·.
· · -.oanyon •••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t?o,eoo,ooo .

2.

Fo~

a high line canal from Laguna Dam to
Imperial Valley •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 38,500,000

3. For the construction of a power plant
at the dam •.......... ........ . ..... , ..... 38,200,000

4. Interest charges during construction

•4~ ••..

Total

17,700,000

$165,000,000

Some changes were also made in the plan of amortization.

The

sum of $25,000,000 is to be charged to floOd control, the government to be reimbursed only if excess revenues are available.
The cost of the All-AmericRn Canal is to be charged against the
land benefitted, according to the terms of the Reclamation Act.
The remaining sum of $101,500,000 is to be amortized within
fifty years from the revenue accruing from the sale of water and
power.

The power plant is to be constructed either by the govern-

ment or by private concerns, at the option of the Secretary of
the Interior.3•
An effort was also made to meet the desires of Arizona

and Nevada for a share of the revenue by -providing that if any

----------- --------2. Literary Digeat •••••••••••••••.•• • ..•••• Deo.29,1928 •••• P.B.

1. San Francisco Ohronicle •••••.•.••••••••• Dec.4,1928.

3. Literary Digest ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Deo.29,1928 •••• P.B

14.

excess revenue remained after making the periodic payments to
the government 37! percent of such excess ehould be divided
equally between those two states.

The remaining Sat percent

of excess revenue is to be used to repay the $25,000,000
alloted for flood control, plus interest at 4 percent. 1 •

~

In order to assure the financial stability of the projedt
it is required that before the work of construction is started
the Secretary of the Interior must have in his possession signed
contracts for the sale of sufficient power and water to amortize
the cost.
It is further provided that the Colorado River Compact
must be signed by at least six of the seven basin states before
the work can proceed, and tnat a six state ratification will not
be sufficient until six months have elapsed from the date of
the passage of the bill to allow time for a seven state agreement.· Consequently a six-state agreement cannot be valid until
after June 21, 1929. 2•
•..,.

1. Johnson, Bir8Dl W. O.onverting ill§. Colorado River_ .!!1!2 ml
Aasot.
Current Histort •••••.• Feb.l929 •••••••••• ~.790-l
2. Bee appendix for full text of the Act.
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PHYSICAL FEATURES OF THE COLORADO RIVER eASIB

The Colorado River proper is formed
Grand and the Green Rivers.

by

the union of the

Grand River has its· source in the

Rooty Mountains near Long's Peak, Colorado.

Green River rises

in Wyoming near _Fremont Peak in the Wind River Kountalna. 1 •
rrom the junction of these two streams, the Colorado River takes
a northwesterly course, and after traversing a distance of over
1700 miles empties into the Gulf of California.

In the course

of its journey this stream is supplemented by many smaller ones,
from both north and south.

The entire drainage area comprises

parte of seven states, namely, Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming,
Utah, Nevada, Arizona and California.
ico is· also included.

A small portion of Mex-

This area totals approximately 244,000

square miles, equal to about one-thirteenth part of the United
States and is distributed as follows:
1. Colorado ••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 39,000 sq. mi.

2. Wyoming·.......................... :;. .17 ,ooo

s. otah •.•......••..•....•...•.•.•••• 4o,ooo
,.,

4. Nevada •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l2,000

s.

Hew Kex1oo ••••••••••••••••••• • •••• 23,000

s.

Arizona•••••••••••••••••• • •• : •••• 103,000

..

7. California••••••••••••••••• • •••••• 2,000

Total in u.s.
242,000 IQ.m1.
Kexico ••••• : •••••••• ••• •••• 2,000
Grand total
1·. · Water~ Supply Paper.•No.3S5 ~<

..

--~~~~--~

244,000 sq.mi. 2.

.......... ·...·...;.·.... :..: .P• 12.

2. Grunety, o.E. International and Interstate Aspects of the
Colorado River Probl.em....__ "Science, November io,1~2:lf:'521
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The average annual discharge of the river has been variously estimated at from 16,000,000 to 18,000,000 acre feet,
the following table giving an approximation of the contributions
of the different tributaries: ·
1. Green River •••••••••••••••.••••••••• 5,510,000 acre feet

2. Grand River (Upper

~olorado)

•••••••• S,940,000

3. San Juan River •••••••••••••••••••••• 2,700,000
4. Gila River •••••••••••••••••••••••••• l,O?O,OOO

s.

Other tributaries ••••••••••••••••••• l,SSO,OOO
Total

It will be seen
90~

~rom

1?,?80,000 acre feet.l•

these figures that the source of about

of the total flow of the Colorado is to be found in the

UPP' r

basin states •

. Another feature of great importance is the wide variation
in the amount of water in the river, variation both as to
annual and seasonal discharge.

According to measurements made

in these years during which official recorda have been kept.,
the annual discharge has varied from 8,000,000 to 2?,000,000
acre feet.

The seasonal flow has varied from 2,000 second

feet in low season to about

aoo,ooo

second feet during flood

time, usually during the months of Kay and June ..2 •
Beyond a doubt the so-called 'problem of the Oolorado 1 is
the silt problem.

The deposition of silt is the cause of a

constant flood threat.
tion.

It is a tremendous handicap to irriga-

It must be considered in the use of river water for

1. Gruneky, o.E. International YS1 Interetate
Oolor&do River Problem.

a.

Engineering

Soienoe..

Aspeote . ~·- nt..

Nov.l0,1922. ~521

~-Reoord ••••••••••••••• Jan.B,l925.

P.S?

domestic purposes.

It merits some explanation at this point.

The enormous quantity of silt transported by the river
is due to certatn physical features of the basin which tend to
cause extensive erosion of surface material.

One of the moat

important of these is the aridity of the climate which has
left a great portion of the lower basin scantily covered with
shrubs and grass.

This deficiency has not been caused entirely

by tne unfavorable climate.

Many observers have expressed the

opinion that prior to the entrance of the white race into thia
area there was no considerable

amo~t

of erosion, but that over-

grazing of the land by sheep and cattle bas made it a fit subject for the attack of heavy .rains · and winds. 1 •

The removal

of timber has probably contributed somewhat to this also, although the amount of lumbering carried on in this area has been
limited, and the effect of de-forestrat1on on .floods is still
a moot question among engineera.a•
Combined with this particular condition of the soil, which
makes it subject to rapid erosion, is the common occurrence of
heavy rainstorms of .much violence during which the uaproteoted
surface soils are literally swept away.

It may be recalled that

one such storm occurred. while the United States Geological
Survey party was in the Oolorado Canyon. in 1923, causing them ··
considerable trouble and leading many on the out81de to believe
that th~ •ntire party had been destroyed.3.
1. Technical Bulletin

Q.Q...

a1. t.L..S., Dept. ..Qf. Agriculture- •.•• P. 7.
•

2. llorgan, Arthur. The Missiseipp1, Atlantic Konthly.,:Rov.1927.P.66'7
3. J'reeman, .L.R. Surveying ,lli Grand Canyon .2t.·the Colorado
Bational Geographic.
May 1924 •••••••••••••••• P.524.

~a.

Still another physical factor which accentuates the silt
problem is the exceedingly steep gradient of the river and of
ita major and minor tributaries as well.

In its journey to the

gulf it drops from an elevation of almost 14,000· feet to sea
level.

In the principal canyon sections there is an average

fall of seven and one-half feet to the mile for a distance of
over three hundred miles, while in the smoother stretches the
average fall is about three feet per mile. 1 •

The steepness

increases the turbulence of· the waters to such degree that much
of the debris in transport is ground to powder, the stream bed
eroded and scoured clean, making impossible an even distribution of the silt burden and forcing it all into the lower basin.

On the question as to how much silt is actually transported
each year in the Colorado River, there seems to be some difference of opinion.

Two government departments have made rather

extensive studies of the question, taking daily samples over
a period of several months.
at

Topoo~,

On the basis of measurements made

the Department of Agrioul ture:.·Placed the annual

silt burden at 253,628,.000 tons, or about 137,000 acre feet.
The Department of the

Interio~

2.

carried on their tests at Yuma,

much farther downstream, and estimated the amount at about
90,000 to 100,000 acre feet. 3 •

It has been suggested that the

difference between these two sets of figures are aooountable ·.. to
the fact that the measurement at Topock was made at a spot where

1. lngine@ring l!!a-Recor4 •••••• Jan.B,l925 •••••••••••••• P.57
2. Fortier and Blaney. 611 t in the Oolor8do River, Technical
Bulletin No. 67. U.S.Dept.of Agriculture •••••••••• P.4
3. Hearings on H.R. 5773,. 70th Oong. lst Seas ••••••••••• P.480

.
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the river flow was more rapid and was carrying the entire silt
burden in suspension, whereas at Yuma where the river ia more
smooth, much of the silt would be rolled along the bottom and
could not be measured. 1 • If this be true the figure of 137,000
acre feet is the more accurate.

In either case the burden of

silt is tremendous and creates serious problems in the lower
basin.
1. Hearings on H.R. 5773, 70th Cong.}At Segs •••••••••••• P.480.

'

FLOOD-CONTROL
By

far the most important of the problema created by this

continuous deposition of silt is the danger of constantly recurring floods in the lower basin.

This danger is most acute

in Imperial Valley due to the peculiar topographic conditione
found there.
Imperial Valley proper is entirely below sea level, some
portions being from 250!to 300 feet below.

In former geologia

ages it was a part of the Gulf of California.

In

~act,

the

gulf once extended northwest to a spot above the present town

of Indio, some 144 miles from its present head. 1 •

Wbile geo-

logists may speak of this as having been in "recent geologic
times•, it really goes back into antiquity and long antedates
human history.

It is thought that the change which altered

this condition took place during the geologic age known as the
Pleistocene or Glacial petioo.

A·t that time, due to· unusually

heavy preoipi tations of rain and snow, the river reached 1 ts
maximum transporting power and began to carry down heavy loads
of debris and silt.

Entering the gulf at a spot just below the

present mouth of the Gila River, it began dropping its load
and formed a delta cone

~hich

gradually extended westward and

southward across the upper end of the gulf.

Finally the upper

end was completely out off from the main body of water and formed
a great inland eea.2.
1. Weymouth,F.O. QoneervatiOQ 2! the Water1 2t th~ Colorado
Science. July 21, 1922 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• P.59.

a.

Oory, H.T. Imperial

Val-1~¥:--and

tne Salton Sink •••• ·••••••• P.B
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According to evidence presented by the layers of shells
found there, this sea finally evaporated but the basin was
soon filled with fresh water from the river.

This wae re-

peated on several occasions, and the basin seems to have been
used as a sort of playground by the river, as the river channel
shifted first to the right and then to the left of the del ta. 1 •
The important thing for the present generation to realize,
however, is not the fact that this went on some agee ago, but
that the shifting tendency persists at the present time.

The

gradual deposit of silt has built up the delta and the bed of
the river until now we have the interesting but dangerous phenomena of a river, much higher than the surrounding country,
running around

t~e

saucer-like rim of the valley, constantly

threatening to break through its aoft ·alluvial banks, pour into
the sink some

aoo

feet below and inundate thousands of acres

of farmland.
Imperial Valley has already had a taste of the power of
the Colorado

ou~

of control.

It was the . diaaster of 1905-os,

and subsequent minor floods, that has formed the main basis
for the desire for more adequate protection of the valley.

A

br1ttf resume of these events will suffice to 1ndicate·~: the :' fow1da
t1on for the fears entertained by the residents of the va11·w.
As noted elsewhere, the pioneer compahy in

~he

field of

irrigation in Imperial Valley was _tbe California Development
Company.

The first intake to the canal system which they

co~structed

was at Pilot Knob.

1. llewell, R.H.
BtV18W8

Within a short time, howeYer,

Shall We Dam the Colorado' ReYiew of
. Dec. 1927 •••••••••••••••••••••• :7... P.S31.

aa.
it became evident that this intake would not be satisfactory.

The silt deposits gradually raised the canal bed to such a high
level that it became increasingly difficult to secure enough
water. - Occasional water shortages were felt, causing distress
to the settlers who in turn presented claims to the company
for settlement.
In the summer of 1904 the floods left an unusually heavy
deposit and the company realized very shortly that it would be
impossible to remove the silt in time to meet the demands of
irrigation during the low water season.

Several attempts at

removal proved futile, and finally it was decided to open a
new intake on the Mexican side of the line, so that a deeper
channel could be secured to carry a larger head of water. 1 •
CarefUl provision was made to close the intake before the summer
floods, but a succession of unusual winter and spring floods
made

~he

task more difficult than had been expected.

Before

it could be completed in the summer of 1905 the raging June
floods ·swept away all obstructions,

wid~ed

the breach and turned

practically the entire flow of the river once more into the
old Salton sink.

Many homes and other buildings were swept
..

away, roads were torn out, and thousands of acres of carefully
prepared agricultural land hopelessly gutted and

ruin•d~ .

•

It is perhaps not the place here to describe .in detail the
efforts to close the breach and turn the river back into ite·
regular channel. · The tremendous power of the flood, coupled
with the inadequacy of material with which to lfWOrk made 1 t
exceedingly difficult.

The Oalifornia.Development Company

·. -

1. Oory, H.T. Imperial Valley and~ Salton Sint ••••••• P.l287
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proved financially unequal to the task and the burden waa
shouldered by the Southern Pacific Oompany•

After eighteen

months of herculean effort they succeeded in closing the out.
1

.

Over 14,000,000 had been spent on this job ; moat of it being
provided by the Southern Pacific which has never yet been .
reimbursed.
· During the eighteen months of its flow, enough water had
passed into the sink to create a lake of some 300 square miles,
known as the Salton Sea.

Yore than 100,000 acres of fine land

was permanently inundated and at least 35,000 additional acres
so out· up and washed over
tion.

as

to be permanently

to cultiva-

lo~t

In addition to this, . eight lives were lost in battling·

the floods. a.
following this catastrophe the United States government
spent $1,000,000 to build what is known aa the Ockerson Levee
to prevent a possible repetition of the disaster.· It had been
scarcely completed when another flood swept much of it away and
t~e

is

.
river once more
left its old

-

channel~

flowing through what

as Bee River into a depression on the Mexican side of

~nown

By the year 1919 the silt had

the line called-Volcano Late.

filled the Bee River channel and Volcano Late to such an extent
.

. ,, .

~

that the river once more became uncontrollable.

An artificial

· channel was then built at a coat to the Imperial Irrigation
. . ~_, . ·,' l:.. . • : . •
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river now fl.ows. 1 •
lone are optimistic enough, however, to look upon this ae
a permanent solution.

Even,:as the Volcano Lake depression wae

filled eo must the present one be ultimately filled and when
this is done it will become all but impossible to prevent the
river from. turning again into the one remaining lowland,
perial Valley.

I~

It is believed by those familiar with the habits

of the river that the Pescadero Out will not serve for more
than fifteen years, after which a new solution will have to be
found. 2•
It is not Imperial Valley alone that is threatened by these
floods.

The Palo Verde, Yuma, and Parker Projects have all in

turn suffered heavy losses.

In Palo Verde Valley there are

several small towns, and farms that produce crops valued at
millions of dollars ahnually. 3 • E~ly in June 1922, the river
suddenly swung from its course and inundated over 40,000
of land in the valley.

acres

Kore than one million dollars worth of

standing crops ,were ruined and thousands.,. of people made home;.·

less.

In the town of Ripley the water stood several feet deep
in tbe streets and heavy property losses were sueta1ned. 4 •
In the summer of 1916 water stood four feet deep in the
town of YUma and threatened its total destruction.

In 1921

a break in the levee caused the inundation of 1200 acres in
Yuma Valley. 5 • On several occasions floOds have caused eerioua
1. Majority Report. 8. 728 70th Oong.let Seee•••••••••• P.l8
a. f!!Reclamation Era. April 1924 •••••••••••••••••••••• P.51 _
3. Current History
July 1923 ••••••••••••••••••••••• P.652
4. Kajority Report
s. 728 ~ Oong.~ ~•• ~ ••••••• P.l9
5. Hearings before House Committee on Rules. 70th Oong.lst.
S e s s • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • :-:-;-:-• • • ••• :--;p-. 73
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damage to the Parker Indian Reserve and to the city of Reedlea.
The peculiar position of Imperial Val.ley, however, makes
her problem one of overshadowing importance.

A position below

the level of the river and the sea makes the use of levees a
temporary relief only, and a tremendous cost to maintain in
the face of the ever growing deposits of silt.

This dropping

of ail t, and the fa.ct that it is of this soft alluvial material that the levees must in the main be constructed, has led
both engineers and laymen to realize that levee construction
never can be a permanent solution.

This conviction was express-

ed some fifteen years ago by a famous engineer and expert on
Colorado River problems, Mr. E.

c.

Larue, when he stated

tha~:

"Obviously no amount of levee construction and bank revetment will prevent high water stages on the lower Colorado, and
if floods are not prevented thousands of dollars must be expended annually in protective works ••••••.• For the prevention of
extremely high stages only one method is available--the construction of properly located stor~e reservoiis of sufficient
capacity to bold back tne flood-making waters. ·•
more extensive acquaintance with the idiosyncraaiee .. of
..
the Colorado evidently only served to deepen this belief, for
A

te.ai': yeara later he again warned the . government that:
•.Although millions of dollars have been spent in constructtng levees, these works alone, however well maintained cannot .
assure protection from the flood menaoe.2.•
Hot only is the protection afforded by levees wholly
inadequate but it has also proven very costly.

Up to and in-

cluding the year 1924 more than $10,000,000 bad been expended

in ·an

only partiallY euocesaful effort to solve the problem by

1. Water Supply Paper~· 395 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• P.l91

a.· Water Supply Paper No. 556 •••••••••••••••••••••••• .• ••• P.l7.·.
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this meane. 1 •

u.s.

This sum had been divided as follows:

Reclamation Service ••••••••••••• $3;Q7o,oop

Special Congressional Acts ••••••••••• 1,110,000
Southern Pacific Company••••••••••••• 3,000,000
Imperial Irrigation District ••••••• ~. 3,115,970
It has been repeatedly urged by opponents of the Boulder
Canyon project that the danger ffom floods has been over-magnified and that in reality it is of little moment.

Congress-

man Douglas of Arizona has insisted that there is no danger
to life, that only eight lives were lost in
.. these due to

~arelessness,

190~8.

and all

and that a second flood would be

even leas dangerous than the first due to the tendency the river
would have to follow the channel made in 1905. 2 •
There seems to be abundant room for wide division of opinion on most questions relating to Colorado River development.
It would appear, however, that there · should be less difference
on this question of the reality of flood danger than on any
other single phase of the subject.

A mere study of the facts

of history should convince one that the danger is genuine.

Per-

hape this difference is due to a tendency to regard a thing as
dangerous only when it menaces human life.

Undoubtedly the

greatest threat to Imperial Valley is to property, but the danger
to life is not absent.
The very topography of the land, quite without the aid of
expert. testimony, should be sufficient to convince one of the
1. Hearings before House Com. on Rules. ~ Cong.let ~ Sess.P.73
2. Douglas, L.W. Minority Views.

H.R.5773 70thCong.lst.Sess.p.S

possibility of future disaster.
not lacking.

But expert testimony ia

Engineers of the Reclamation Service have re-

peatedly urged the necessity of prompt action.

Such men as

Arthur Powell Davis, F.E. Weymouth, General Goethals, William
Kulholland and Herbert Hoover have joined in testifying as to
the reality of the problem. 1 •
Further evidence, if any were needed, might be found in

the opinion of those whose duty it is to know the facts of the
situation from a purely business standpoint.

In the fall of

1927 an effort on the pert of an Imperial Valley land owner to

secure a loan from the Federal Land Bank elicited this reply:
" Answering yours of Oot.29, this bank ceased making loans
in Imperial Valley some years ago, and we must stay out of
that territory until the flood hazard has been eliminated.
Very truly yours,
The Federal Land Bank of Ber~eley,
by Simms Ely, Treasurer." •
Even on the Arizona side of the river this danger has been
felt and the

Bo~der

Canyon Project hae. received the official

endorsement of the Mojave County Chamber' of Commerce and also
the Yuma Chamber of Com~erce. 3 •

Aa regards the suggestion that the danger of a second
flood would be lessened by the likelihood that the river would
follow the old channel, there are two reasons why this thought
fails to bring much comfort.

1. Kajority Report.

2. Johnson. Biram W.

s.

728

1Qth Qong, lwt, Sess •••••••••• P.20

Speech in U.S.Senate.

3. Hearings on B.R. 5773.

April 26,1928.

70th Oong.lst Beea ••••••••• ·•••• P.l74-5
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First there is no assurance that such will be the case.
There is no reason to feel certain that a second break need
occur in the same place a e .the first.

There are other poeai-

b111t1ea, as for example the one suggested in the question:
•What would happen if the break occurred at the Volcano
Lake Levee at the height of floOd season, with 100 square
.
miles of water 10 to 15 feet high backed up against the levee?•l.
~erhapa

an even _greater danger, however, is that

second flood actually would follow the old channel.

~he

The cause

for concern over this possibility can be appreciated only when
we understand what happened in 1905-06.

When the flow of the

river came through the New River channel it eroded a gorge
some 43 miles long, averaging 1000 feet wide and from 40 feet
to 80 feet itl ·depth. -· But this did not take place as a gradual
uniform deepening of the channel.

It came through a recession

such as takes place at the head of a falls.

The upstream move-

ment of its face was at times as much as eight miles per month. 2 •
The real danger· thus becomes apparent.

lf a flood poured through

this channel long enough, th.is recession would continue back
to the river, destroy the intake and out into the bed of the
river itself, perhaps even travel up the river some 300 miles
destroying Laguna Dam and all irrigation projects on the ·lower
river.
Still another point of attack on the project is seen in
the serious contention that the property values in Imperial
1. Swing, Philip. Should the Boulder Dam Bill be Passed'
Congressional Dige@1. June 1928 ••••••••••••••••• P.l98
a. Entemann, P.K. Flood Danger in the Colorado Delta Engineering ~Record Jlar.31,1927 ••• • •• ·•••••••••••••• •P.532

ae.
Valley are not great enough to justify the expenditure of
such sums as would .be necessary for their protection.

Thia

point was argued by Congressman Douglas before the Bouse
Committee on Rules.

Estimating the total property values

at llOO,ooo,ooo, and quoting figures to show that the assessment figures were only slightly in excess of $36,000,000 be
concludes that:
•It follows inevitably as the night follows the day that
it is not good business to appropriatt 1125,000,000 to protect
property which is not worth that amount of money."l.
It will be seen at once, of course, that these figures do
not present a true picture.

One is left to assume that the en-

tire original estimated cost of tne project including dam,
power plant and canal was chargeable to flood protection.

Such

was never the case, and this is made more clear by the bill as
finally passed, which prescribes a definite sum, tas,ooo,ooo,
f

to be charged against flood control.
Again, while the figures given as tp property values may
have been

~ubstantially

accepted now.

correct at that time they could not be

In spite of the very ·great economic handicap of

flood threat, property values have increased rapidly in Imper-

ial Valley within the last few years.

A

table of figures com-

piled by the Imperial County Board of Trade places the county
values at $188,855,784.

This -figure probably reflects the

enthusiasm of most such organizations.
gained by a study of the annual

assess~~

A truer picture may be
valuations.

1. Hearings before House Committee on Rules.

70th

The round

~-111

§esg.
p.54
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figure of $36,000,000 quoted above was for 1938.

By 1927 this

had grown to $48,000,000 and in 1928 to $54,000,000 an increase
in two years of 50 percent.

A fifty percent increase of Congress-

man Douglas• figure would indicate present values of at least

t1so,ooo,ooo.
We should further take cognizance of the faot that Douglas
did not include property values of the Yuma, Palo Verde, ·and
Parker Projects.

These also merit protection, making a total

valuation of above

taoo,ooo,ooo

which would seem to be suffic-

ient to justify an expenditure of $25,000,000.

Finally it may

be easily understood what effect the present feeling of uncertainty has in property values.

·

That such increase·as before

noted has actually taken place is little short of phenomenal.
Oapital for development is difficult to get, interest rates are
high and many feel that the actual present values of property
are less than half what the income would justify. 1 • This tendency toward a depression of values must continue to exist
until the flood menace is removed.
from a purely economic standpoint, quite aside from any
consideration of danger to human life, it would seem that the
amount which it is proposed to expend for flood protection ie
well justified.

Enormous annual expenditures are now necessary

'for the constr.uction and maintenance of levees.
.

tional expenditures are necessary to maintain
and irrigation di tohes.

Large addi-

ei~t-free

_And finally even these great

oanale

cost~

do

not solve but only postpone the inevitable day of reckoning.1.- Kajority Report.

s.

728
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IRRIGATION AND THE- .&m,Jt:_AMERICAN CANAL

The storage of water for irrigation and reclamation has
been put forward as the second reason for the Boulder Canyon
Project.
in the

The possibility of securing a much needed increase

amoun~·

of water available for Imperial Valley, and of

reclaiming additional lands now arid, offer an interesting
field of speculation.
One of the moat

remarka~le

developments of the present

century baa been the expansion of the - government into the field
of irrigation and reclamation.

Given impetus by the Reclama-

tion iot of 1902, the movement has extended rapidly and many
projects all over the United States now stand witness to the
energy and activity of the Bureau of Reclamation.
Ror has the field of irrigation been confined to governmental agencies alone.

Many private

oompani~s

have made great

contributions to the movement, and it is to the initiative displayed by private individuals that California must acknowledge
indebtedness for the present status of irrigation in Imperial
Valley.
~lema
.. .

To gain a proper background for understanding the

pr~

--

and possibilities of this looality, 71t is both profit.a ble

·~

and' interesting to go back some years and briefly trace i .ta
'

..

.

,

..

.

The . present generation ie by no means the first torecognize the real value of the waters of the Colorado.

Amerioane

se~m t~ haY~ been the first people to use the river for irrigation, but they were Americans of the old stock and the time ia .

32.

so far back as to be a part of unrecorded history • . Investigations have disclosed remnants of ancient ditches and reservoirs in the basins of the Gila and Little Oolorado Rivers whioh
were in

long before the beginnings of Spanish explorations
in the sixteenth century. 1 • Nor were these early attempts so
u~e

crude as one might suppose.

Many of the ditches and reservoirs

were lined with hard clay, and one canal was found to have been
out for a considerable distance through solid rook.

In the Salt

River Valley in Arizona are found ancient canals totaling over
one hundred and fifty miles in length and sufficient to serve
at least 250,000,aores of land. 2 •

Some of the more important

crops appea.r to have been oott on, co:ra, beans, squash and tobacco.
The first Europeans to carry on irrigation in this section
were the Jesuits who established themselves here during the
eighteenth century.

Later during the Mexican rule many orchards

were planted and barley, wheat, corn, tobacco and some vegetables
were raised.

It was the Mexicans who first

and established. customs relating to the

~se

~dopted

certain rules

of water which have

had a profound influence in the shaping of our present laws on
the subject. 3.
The modern stage of development may be said to have begun
with the movement of settlers onto the land acquired by the Gadsden purchase of 1854.

The first modern irrigation works were

constructed in the upper basin states of Wyoming, Colorado, and

1. Water Suppll Paper ~· 395•••••••••••••••• ~ •• ~. ~ ~ •• P.l14. · ·.
2;,· Ibld •...••••.••.•.•••.• ; •.•••.••••••••• ~ ••••••••• ~ •. P. 4

3. Water Supply

~aper

Io. 395 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• P.ll4 "

Utah in the early f1ft1es. 1 •

But while the lower basin was

forbidding to some, it proved attractive to. others even at this
early date.

In 1853 a Dr. O.K. Wozencraft of San Francisco,

aroused by reports of the wonderful soil fertility of the southernmost part of California, made an attempt to secure capital .

to

reclaim this desert land.

His efforts resulted in the Calif-

ornia ~egislature presenting a memorial to Congress asking for
a cession of 3,000,000 acres of desert land in southeastern
California for reclamation and irrigation.

In 1862 the House

Committee acted favorably on the request but the bill failed
of passage.2•
The next serious attempt at reclaiming this desert waste
began with the formation of the Colorado River Irrigation Company in 1891-2.

the panio of 1893 ended the aspirations of

this company and .it was succeeded by the California Development.
Oompany in 189s. 3 •
This company found itself faced with several serious obstacles.

The most important for our consideration was the prac-

tical impossibility, within reasonable financial outlay, of carrying the water from the Colorado River to Imperial Valley on American soil.

Two years were spent in a .vain effort to secure per-

mission from the Kexican government for the American corporation
to hold and acquire rights of way for canals through part of ·
Kexico.

In the end it was found necessary to form a subsidiary
....

p

.

1. Water Supply Paper llo. 395 ••••••••••.•·•••••• .-•••••••••••• 114

a.

Oory, H.T. Imperial ValleY

and~

Salton Sink ••••••••• P.lS

3. Ibid •• • •. • ••••• •. • • ••••••••••• .'••••• • ~ •• • • •. •. • • ••••••• P .1252
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Mexican corporation to carry out the plan.
carried for some 50 miles through Mexico

The water was then

u~ing

the old channel

of the Alamo River and then brought through several brBlch canals
into Imperial Valley. 1.
The floods of 1905-06 proved to be the nemesis of the California Development Company.

Various interests suffering losses

filed suit for recovery against the company and were so successful in the litigation that on December 16,1909 the company was
declared insolvent by the Imperial County Superior Oourt. 2 •

In

the summer of 1911 the people of the valley voted by majority
of 1304 to 360 to form the Imperial Valley Irrigation District,
which operates at the present time.
According· to figures compiled a few years ago by the United
States Reclamation Service there was at that time some 2,600,000
acres of land under irrigation in the entire Oolors.do River basin.
Tne following table indicates the d.ietribution of this land, and
also indicates the Reclamation Bureau's estimate of the amount
available for future development:
.:. Present
Upper Basin .
1,4so,ooo
Lower Basin U.S.l,OOO,OOO
Lower " (Kex.)
190,000
Total
2,640.000

Immed. Future

A a,aoo,ooo A
1,000,000
490,000
4,290,000

Ultimate

4,200,000 A
2,500,000
800,000 3
7,500,000 •

There is a wide difference of opinion on the question as
to how much land may be regarded as ultimately suscept.i ble of

1. Oory, H.T.

Imperial Valley and the

§~-t~

Sink• •••••• P.l352

· 2. lb\G• . · . ·....• _. . . . . . ......•........ ~ . . . . . ........ . . P .1431._33

3. Eng1neer1 ng Bews-R§cord••. !.~- .Jan. 8,1925 ••••••••••••••••• P. 59
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irrigation, and these figures represent only the estimate
of one organization.

A somewhat different picture is presented

in a report of the Arizona Engineering Commission which e stimated that in ·the State of Arizona alone there were not less
than 2,350,000 aores of land which could be irrigated profitably.1•
Another interesting set of figures are those compiled by
Mr. J.O. Allison, formerly chief engineer of the California
Development Company.

His estimates have to do with potential

development in different parts of the lower basin:
1. Imperial Valley (Kex1oo) ••••••.•.••.••.••••..••.• 740,000 A.

a.

II

" (U.S.inoluding present areal •••.••• 448,893

"

" (outside present

~rea)

••••••••..••• 323,000

4. Ooaohella Valley •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• lOO,OOO
5. Yuma Projeot ••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• lOO,OOO
6. Palo Verde ••••.••.•.••..•....•••..•...••.•.•.. ~ •• 65,000

7. Above Palo Verde, including Parker ••.••••••••••.

90,000

Total
The most important of the existing projects in the lower
basin are Imperial Valley, Yuma, Palo Verde and Parker.

If

moet attention has been given, in the campaign for Boulder
Dam, to the Imperial Valley it· is because the greatest pressing
need has seemed to exist there and it is the people of that
section that have felt most keenly the evils of present :: ·.·
.

.

1 • .Repo~t of Arizona Lands Irrigable from the Colorado River.
Arizona Engineering Commigsion~ 1922-23 •••••••••••••• ~.P.35.
2. Allison, J.O. Conditione in the Colorado Delta. Engineering News-Record. Mar.l7,1927 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• P.444
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conditione.

Present and possible future water shortages must.

be felt of course in varying degrees by all these projects.
Imperial Valley seeks two things:
and a canal built on American eo11.

a storage reservoir,

The reasons · for these two

projects are separate and distinct, and will receive separate
consideration.
There seems to be two well-defined ways by ·Which a storage
dam on the Oolorado -can be a benefit to Imperial Valley, first,
by increasing the water supply available for irrigation and
second, by providing a settling basin for silt which causes
serious distress at the present time.
The need for augmenting the present water supply arises
from the variable flow of the river, both as to seaaons ·and ae
· to years.

Not infrequently in the past, during low

wa~er

sea-

son, the entire flow of the river has been diverted at the intake to the Imperial Valley Canal and at times even . this has
not been sufficient.

In 1924 there was a period of 98 days

·during which every drop of water was

tak~n,

yet after proper

division had been made with the lands on the Kexioan side tbe
shortage was so serious as to· reeult 1~ a orop loss of $5,000,
ooo. 1 • For several days during this time there was scarcely
enough water delivered in Imperial Valley to meet the needs for
stock and for domestic purposes.

The gravity of the situation

thus created may be better realized when we understand that lees
serious shortages are of rather frequent occurrence, and that
the needs are being increased each year by the extension of
1. Hearings on H.R.· 5773. 70th. Cong. lst.Sess •••••••••••• P.482
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irrigated areas. 1 •
The second reason for a storage dam is the necessity of
a place of deposit for silt.

As already pointed out, the total

amount of silt carried in the Colorado has been ·estimated at
from 100,000 to 137,000 acre feet per annum.

It is only natural

that a large percentage of this should find ita way into Imperi$.1 Valley canals, and that considerable quantities shoUld be
deposited on the irrigated areas.

While it is true that silt

is the creator of much of the agricultural wealth of the lower
basin, it is also a serious obstacle in the way of the develOPment of irrigation. 2 •
The first inconvenience and expense comes in the removal
of the deposits from the canals.

Mr. M. J. Oowd, superintendent

of the Imperial Valley Irrigation District has estimated that
24,000 acre feet of silt is deposited in the canal system each
3
year. • He graphically illustrates the significance of this
figure by saying that if that amount of silt were brought by
trainloads and dUmped in at the headings: it would be equivalent
to seventy-eight train loads per day, of forty cars each.
Kr. Dowd has also given us these figures on the cost to
the district in 1923 and 1924 for the removal of silt from the
intake and throughout the canal system:

1. Hearings on H.R. 5773.
2. Fortier and Blaney.
Bulletin~·

!Q!E_ Oong__.lst Sese ••••••••••• P.4B2

Silt in the Colorado River.

Teohnica1

87. U.S.Dept. of Agriculture ••••••••• P.l

3. Transactions of Oom~onwealth Club of California. April 13,
1926 • .. • .. -;:-... ...·............. ~...............• • P. 77

~e.

1923

1924

Intake •••••••••••••.••••• $36,965

33,343

Ka1n Canals ••••••••.••••• 105,547

100,331

Secondary Canals and
Waste Ditches. .. . • • • • • . 436,990

394,463

New ~River

and Salton Sea••

30,995

1

•

The total annual cost of silt removal is estimated by
Professor Durand to be about $1,500,000. 2 •
One of the principal places of silt deposit has been at
the canal intake.

So troublesome has been this problem in

the past that the location of the intake has been changed from
time to time.

At one heading two suction dredgers are

etant1y at work, one 18-inch and one 20-inoh machine.

con~

these

two each year excavate .from 1,000,000 to 1,500,000 cubic yards
of sand.

It is found cheaper to remove it here in so far as

possible, and it has been necessary to keep the intake channels
quite low on account of the very low diverting weir. 3 •
. · It is manifest that not e.ll of the silt is deposited and
removable at the intake·; . Only the heavier particles are dropped
here, the finer being carried on in suspension.

It has been

necessary to carry on a constant program of dredging through
the entire canal system.

This has tended .to constantly raise

and widen the canal banks, making them a source of growing
trouble and menace. 4 •

.·
1, Technical Bu1letin No,67, U.S.Dept.Agrioulture •••••• P. 29
2. Hearings on B.R. 5773,

70th Oong •.lJ! §UI ••••••••••P.481

3. XransaOtions Commonwealth~~ Colif, .Apr.l3,'2S •• P.78
4.· Bearings on B.R. 5773..--?0th---Oong.lst ~· ••• ·...... P.481
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But even the removal of silt from canal beds does not solve
the whole problem.

The greater part of the silt is so very fine

that it ie carried out on the irrigated lands.

The moat of the

silt so carried is fine enough to pass through a. 300-mesh sieve,
or finer than Portland cement. 1 •
ity of a

skille~

It does not require the abil-

engineer to forsee the ultimate results of

I

this process.

The irrigated areas are being gradually built up

until they will finally be as high as the canals, making it
impossible to get water on the land except by the construction
of a new canal system with a higher intake. 2 •
In still another way is a possible injury being done to
the land.

While ordinary silt deposits tend to enrich the land

and make it more productive it seems doubtful if the deposit of
such very fine material can result in anything but harm.

There

would seem to be a danger of the land becoming choked and impervious in the course of time to the great injury of its productive power. Finally it will be remembered that all of the
domestic water supply for the bom·e s of I'!DPerial Valley is
supplied through these canals and there must be a very considerable expense involved in the filtration of 'the water before it can be made fit for domestic purposes.
·.. ·· : From the foregoing facts we are able to gain some idea of
the

~remendous

economic waste caused by present conditions, and

can recognize the importance to Imperial Valley of a desilting
reservoir such a.s that to be built in Black Canyon.

lxperte
,•

1. Technical Bulletin no • ..J2.7 u.s.DeR,t • .Q! Aeiiculture·; •••• P.• 3?.
2~

Teqbn1ca1 Bulletin No. 67 U.S,Dept.

~

Agr1culture ••••• P.40.
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seem agreed that such a reservoir will provide the only permanent solution of the problem.
serve to emphasize this fact.

Temporary palliatives only
While some silt will be carried

in the river below the reservoir, especially during the first
few years after its construction before the river bed is scoured
clean, it seems likely that a great improvement in the situation
should be manifest at once and this should increase gradually
as time goes on.
One of the main provisions of the Boulder Canyon Project
Aot is for the construction of the so-called All-American canal.
It remains now for us to inquire into the nature of such a canal,
the purposes to be served, its cost, and other

probl~ms

of this

nature.
The present canal serving Imperial Valley has its intake
at Rockwood heading on American soil, about one mile above the
international boundary.

It passes southward into Mexico, thence

I

west some 50 or 80 miles and again enters the United States
through a

numb~r

of smaller branch canals.
'.:-

canal_ on Mexican soil has given rise to

The presence of the

in~ernational

problems

leading to a demand for a canal solely on American territory.
When the water crosses the line into Yexioo all jurisdiction
over it is lost by Americans as such and it does not again become theirs until it once more enters the United States.

Let

us look for a moment at the possibilities involved in such a

situation.
First, the entire life of Imperial Valley is dependent on
the continued good will of Mexico.

out that:

Senator Biru-·.Johnaon points
. ... -

..'
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If the ditch were cut there, or a few stick_s of dynamite
were used by those who were hostile to us not only would the
lands be dried and the crops be destroyed, but the people themselves would be required to leave their homes because unable to
obtain drinking water.• l.
1

The possibility of suoh a thing actually co·ming to pass ma.y not
seem so remote when we think of the notoriously unsettled conditions in the southern republic.
The second problem that has caused some embaraesment to
Americans is the impossibility of being assured drinking water
free from contamination.

Mr. Mark Rose, a director of the

Imperial Valley Irrigation District has explained that inasmuch
as there is no law in Mexico forbidding the grazing of live
stock along the canal banks, it is not an uncommon thing to
remove a dead horse or cow from the canal, and further that:
•in one week we took out the 'bodies of three murdered
men at one headgate ••••• Another time we pulled out a epan
of horses and e wagon ••• and the Mexican people wash their
clothes in our canals and bathe in them." 2.
A third serious problem arises from:·· the faot that onehalf the flow of the canal is reserved for the uee of the
lands on the south side of the international boundary.

At

the time ·the original contre.ct was drawn this provision doubtleas· seemed harmless enough as very little water was actually
used on the Mexican side.
altered.

But now the situation i·s radically

With approximately 500,000 acres of land being

irrigated on the American side and somewhat less than half

that amount in Mexico, the entire low flow of the river is
· 1. Speech in the U.S.Senate •••••••••••••••••• April 26,1928.
2. Hearings on H.R. 2903 · 68th Oong.lst Sess••••••••••• P.270
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being utilized, mostly for American land.

Mexican land

owners may therefore bring more land i nto use demanding the
full 50

pe~oent

of the water and thuR not alone preventing

any extension of irrigated areas in Imperial Valley, but perhaps even forcing some now irrigated to be withdrawn and returned to the desert.
It thus appears that the landowners in the Imperial
Irrigation district .are in a rather unenviable position and
their interests are really subordinate to those of the Mexicans,
in spite of the fact that the Americans
"have to maintain and police the levees that protect
Mexican land as well as their own. They have to operate .
under very difficUlt oondi ti·ona. Sometimes they even have
to pay tariff 4barges when shifting mules across the bfrder
in carrying out emergency work on canals and levees!• •
It has been assumed by some that the construction of the
Boulder Dam and All-American Oanal T.ill somehow automatically
solve this international question and prevent undue expansion
in:!Kexioo.

This is not true.

On the

co~.trary,

there is a

danger of the situation being made more acute and complicated.
This has been pointed out by Mr. Douglas of Arizona.

Be calla

attention to the fact that at least 10,000,000 acre feet of
water annually must be drawn from the reservoir to generate
the amount of electric power necessary to provide revenue. At
the present time American lands are not prepared to use over
half this amount for irrigation.

The rest must pass into Kexi-

co where 1 t may be put to beneficial use and priority right;,.1. Kead, Elwood. Utilization of the Colorado River. Hew
Recl@matton Er~.
Yar.l926 •••••••••.•.•••••••.••••• P.40
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established which would make it forever impossible for Americans to regain its uee. 1 • It was a recognition of this situation that has caused many to withhold their support from the
proj eot until aome interna.tional agreement had been reached.
The board of engineers and geologists which recently reported
to Congress · on the question of proposed sites took cognizance
of this and incorporated in their report a recommendation that
a treaty with Mexico be concluded in advance of the completion
of the proposed etore.ge de.m. 2.
While the international situation juat described has been
the principal motivating force behind the move for an All-American Canal, other considera.tions have also played a pa.rt.

One

of these is the possibility of greatly increasing the irrigable
area.

The proposed canal is to have its intake at a higher

point on the river and will extend into the valley at a somewhat higher elevation than does the present one.

It is estimated

that at least 200,000 acres more land may be irrigated by gravity
than is possible at the present t1me. 3 • This is especially

..

important to that section known as Coachella Valley which lies
at the northern end of Imperial Valley.

Coachella Valley is

now irrigated by pumping, being above the level o'f canals, and
due to the relatively small drainage area the water table is
being gradually forced down.

It is feared that the

~ter

may

ultimately be exhaueted and the ranches returned to the
1. Douglas, L.R. Minority Views. H.R.5773.
2. San Francisco Chronicle,

Dec.4,192B.

3. Hearings on H.R. 5773, 70th

Oon~.l§i

~

QQBg.lgt Sees.
p.41.

SeeA••••••••••••• P.485
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deeert. 1 •

In this section there are now 13,000 acres under

1rr1ge.t1on and 72,000 acres additional land susceptible to
irrigation from the proposed oanal.2.
Some

~ 200,000 . acres

of the land around the rim of Imper-

ial Valley is the property of the United Statee.3•

This 1e

not now open to entry, and the plan is to give first preference
to ez-service men when the land is brought under a canal system
and opened for entry.
Another situation which has emphasized the need for a change
in the canal system has been the difficulty attending the diversion of water into the present canal.

At the present time

the headworks consists of a delivery gate some 750 feet long
in the west bank of the river a little over a mile above the
boundary.

This is known as Rockwood Heading.

On account of

Bil t deposits it ha.s been impossible to construct and maintain
a permanent diversion weir without danger of flooding the Yuma
Project.

Some sort of diverting weir, however, was necessary

but an attempt to provide temporary work• was met by a court
injunction secured by the Yuma Project against its construction. 4 •
An agreement was finally reached with Yuma whereby temporary
works might be placed in the river each year by the Imperial .
Irrigation District, providing that the latter assume full
responsibility for any damage which might be done to the Yuma
Project by reason of the existence of such a dam.
1. Majority Report 8.728 1Q!a Oong.let

They are also

~•••••••••••••• ,.24 .

2. Ibid •............••.•........•..........•..·...•...••••• P.a4
3. Ibid •..................•..•. : ......................•.•• P.al

4. Majority Report

S.728 ~ 70th

gong.lst Sess ••••••••••••••• P.24
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required to annually execute a bond in the sum of $500,000 to
guarantee such payment.l•

It was also agreed that they · muet

change the point of diversion as quickly as possible and they
are required to make bi-monthly reports to the War Department
as to the progress ·made.

These temporary weirs have been constructed annually since
1915.

They were at first of pile trestle and rock fill construc-

tion at a cost of from $100,000 to $125,000 each year,
a new system was

ue~d,

In 1918

comprised of a series of brush mats laid

across the river.

These were more cheaply laid and readily
destroyed in case of sudden. floode. 2 •
The principal question involved in the construction of the

All-American Canal, and the central point of attack by its
enemies, has been that of its engineering feasibility.

It would

not be profitable here to enter into any prolonged discussion
of purely engineering problems.

The overwhelming weight of

expert testimony on the subject from members of the engineering
profession seems to be well summed up

i~

these words of Professor

Durand:
WThere is no question whatever, of the engineering . f~aal
of the undertaking. The operations required are all well
known, and are all within the domain of present well-established
and approv~d engineering practice.• 3.

bilit~

Perhaps the most exhaustive study yet made on the engineering
aspects of the question was that of the All-American Canal Board.
·A contract drawn up between the secretary of the Interior and
•

•

.,.1.

•

1. Majority Report

a.

•

s. 728

•

70th Oong.li!. bY• •................ P.24

Engineering Newa.-Record , Kay 5, 1921

.
.
3. Hearings on B.R. 5773 . ~ Oong.lst ~•••••••••••••••••. P.4SS·
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the Imperial Irrigation District on February l6,1918Jprovided
for -the appointment of a board of three members to make such a
study.

One member of this board was to be named by the Secre-

tary of the Interior,one by the Imperial Irrigation District
and one by the University of California.
of Dr. Elw9od Mead,

w.w.

This board, composed

Schlecht and C.E. Grunsky,

d~termined

upon the proposed canal and recommended its construction. 1 •
Various other outstanding engineers such as Arthur P. Davis,
F .o. W.eymouth and former Governor Sorugham of Nevada have agreed
that, in the words of the latter, ·
· •The proposed canal itself is undoubtedly feasible from an
engineering point of view. All operations necessary for construction are of common practice and offer no special difficulties." 2.
The principal cause for concern has been the fact that the
proposed canal must pass for quite a distance through drifting
sands.

Some engineers have claimed that the maintenance cost
through the sandy country would be absolutely prohibitive. 3 •
A very careful study by llr. e.G. Frfsbie, a · consulting
engineer of Los Angeles, leads him to a different set of oon·clusions:

First that the amount of drift sand is comparatively

small; second, that the canal might be concrete lined and given
sufficient gradient to carry off the sand, and
movement of sand could be

l~gely

~bird,

that the

forestalled by the planting

of shrubs and vegetation along the banks and in the area : · :. ·
1. Majority Report 8.728 70th Oong.lJ!

a.

..-·

Hearings on

H.R.

~•••••••••••••• P.21-22

.

5773. 70th Oong.lst Sees ••••••••••••• ~.P.522

3. Transactions of Commonwealth Olub of Oalif. Apr.13,1928 •• B.?2

-
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adjacent to the canal.l•

The same fear of sand movement was

once entertained with regard to the Suez Oanal, but ha.s proved
ill-founded •.
The question is also raised as to whether the cost of the
proposed canal can be kept within limits which will make it
possible f.or the land to pay the cost of construction.
original estimate made in 1919 was $31,000,000.

The

Later estimat-

es indicated that these figures might be materially reduced,
due to recent

improv~ments

in excavating machinery which would

tend to bring down construction costs.2•
passed Congress it

provi~ed

Yet when the bill

for a possible expenditure of

$38,500.,000,·. a sum which would seem amply large for the pur-pose.
This sum is to be paid through

ann~

chargee against the

land according to the provisions of the Reol_a mation Act.

It

has been thought by many that the burden so imposed would be
far to heavy to be justifiable from an economic standpoint.
According to the figures of the Secretary of the Interior,
based on the or_iginal estimate of $31 ,00_9,000 the cost per
acre for all construction charges, including the present bonded -indebtedness of the Imperial Irrigation District

ot tas.so,

will be as follows:
·· .. :..., ~Imperial Irrigation District·•••••••••••••••••••. tss.oo
· ~- .· -lew lands under All-American Oanal ............... 90.40 ,3 •
These figures,

seeming~y

large, do not appear so -formidable

when compared with those of other government
.:
H~ings

i~rigatioD

~.

1.

on H.R. 5773. 1Qih Oong.lat Seae~ ••••••••••••• P.487-8

2. Ibld •..•.•. ;. •......•.••...•••. • ......... a., •••••••••••• • P.487 :·

3. Senate Document No. 92;'"·' ~ Oong.!!_! ~••••••••••••• P.230 :·

.

·--
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districts.

A.list of several surveyed by the Secretary ' of

the Interior reveals a range of costs from $36.00 to $230.00
per acre with several over 1100. 1 • Even after due allowance
for the increased estimates the cost should not .be regarded
as unreasonable when compared with others.
,

A

further method of repaying a part of the cost of the

canal iB suggested in the proposal to generate electric power
at some of the canal drops.

R.W. Shoemaker, electrical

e~

gineer for the Turlock Irrigation District, believes that
from 40,000 to 50,000 horsepower might be developed in this
way, an amount whioh, if sold to Imperial Valley residents,
would go a long way toward meeting the construction charges. 2 •
· It seems most surprising to the writer tha.t most of the
attacks on the proposed All-American have been against its
engineering feasibility and have almost neglected a very vulnerable point -- its economic justifiability.
The entire project bas seemed to take for granted the
advisability of. present and future extension of irrigation projects in general and of Federal participation in the field in
particular.

Few voices have been raised in this particular

fight against this policy,yet the subject seems to merit a
brief examination.

It is a matter of common knowledge that.

there has been widespread dissatisfaction over the results of
Reclamation Act and that most of the proj eots set up ha.ve not
been financial successes.

A

suggestion of an awakening publio

consciousness of this fact is occasionally found in the press.
1. Senate Document No. 92. 68th Oong.lst Sest••••••.•••••••• P.230
2. Engineering News-Record. Nov.5,1925 •••••••••••••••••••••• P.7~
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The trouble has seemed to be that the farmers on these projeots, knowing the.t it was the governments money that
at stake, have had a rather light
meeting the annual payments.

.
conscience

was

with regard to

In fact the government has en-

countered so much difficulty, and listened to so many tales
of woe, that a large part of the obligations have been
written off entirely. 1 • Even this bas done little to solve

the si tus.tion and land holders still delay and resist payment,
still continue to petition the government for extensions of
time.
A striking illustration of this was seen a few years ago
in the North Platte Project.

This district had "apparently

quite forgotten its obligation to the government, . and for
three years no chargee had been paid.
show~

The government had

great leniency, but had received no cooperation from the

settlers.

Investigation showed that the project was fully

as able to meet its obligations as were many others which were
meeting them with a fair degree of

regul~ity.

Conse~uently

the government officials felt obliged to insist that proper
arrangements for payment be made.

So strong was the wave of

feeling produced by this order that we are told
1

the settlers in the North Platte Reclamation Project on May 27 hanged in effigy Secretary Work of
the Interior and Co~issioner Mead of the Reclamation Bureau." •

All of these .d ifficulties are met in spite of the fact that
under the terms of the Reclamation Act the settlers on govern1. Engineering ~Record. Dec.22,1927 ••••••••••••••••• p.985
2. Engineering !!!!-Record •• June 3, 192S •••••••••••••••• p.912
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ment projects are required only to pay the principal and
maintenance chargee, with no interest chargee whatever.

.

.

Of the 1141,500,000 expended by the Federal Government. on
i~rigation

districts only a little over $15,000,000 bas been

returned and the projects are behind in their annual payments
in the amount of over $5,500,000. 1 •
While it is true the.t much of the laxity in meeting charges
bas been due to the fact that the land holders do not have the
same respect for a government obligation that they have for a
private contract, it is also true that the farmers have been
handicapped at times by crop failures, pests, a.nd water shortages.

Low prices for farm produce much of the time causes

additional distress.

So we see that the whole situation ia

one requiring thought and study.

The following facts are

suggestive.
According to census returns there was a decrease between
1919 and 1924 of 13,000,000 acres of cropland in the United
States.

In the. same period the

000 or fully seven percent.

populati~n

..

increased by 8,000,

Despite the decrease of

croplan~

however, the total agricultural production increased about
thirteen percent, or nearly twice as rapidiy as the population.
During the same period the farm population suffered a decrease
of six percent.2•
How are we to account for the fact that a decrease in farm
land and farm popUlation has not prevented a marked increase
in farm production?

The answer is to be found, of course, in

1. Hearings on H.R. 5773. 1Q!a Cong.lst Sese ••••• .' ••••••• p.97
2. Jewell, F.H. Shall More Land be Reclaimed? Engineering
News-Record.
May 3, 1'928 .•... . .. . ..•••••••••••• p.S95

·--II!Sll~-----------------------------·--·----
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the increased educational facilities afforded by agricultural
colleges, experiment stations, etc., and
labor .saving farm machinery.

t~e

increased use of

These modern improvements are

making it possible for fewer farmers on less land to produce
a greater amount of foodstuff than can be disposed of at
prices profitable to farmers.

One writer points out that the

situation ie quite analagoua to the Industrial Revolution
and is working much temporary hardship, concluding that
•With these conditions clear it is difficult to perce~ve the wisd~m of further public land reclamation
enterprises ••••• On the present outlook more Federal
reclamation must be declared an unsound policy." l.
When we attempt to apply this viewpoint to the particular project ·in Imper.ial Valley we are met with the question as
to whether the crops produced there compete in any way with
products raised in other parte of the country.
made

o~
1

The claim is

the one hand that

What is raised in Imperial Valley is peculiar to itself, comes into the market at a time when it does
not conflict with any other produce in this country
a.nd · bas no competitive advantage Oil" otherwise with
the produce that is raised in any other part of the
land.• ·a.

This view may seem particularly attractive to those of
us who are accustomed to eating Imperial Valley lettuce in
the Winter and berries, cantaloupes and watermelons in the
spti~; when in "less favored sections the seed is not yet in

the ground.
.

It is flatly contradicted, however, by Oongreee-

.

,.

man Leatherwood of Utah who claims that at least three-fourths
1. Wewell ,· R. B. Shall 1lore Land be Reclaimed? Engineering · · ·
.. Jews-Record May 3, 1925 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• p.S95

a.

Johnson, Hiram W. Speech in the U.S. Senate. Apr.2S,l928. ~

..
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of the land under cultivation in Imperial Valley in 1927 was
devoted to the raising of competitive crops such as alfalfa,
barley, ootton, corn and wheat. 1 •
The wide divergence of opinion here may be understood in
part at least when we realize that there are two ways of arguing the question, first from the standpoint of acreage devoted to each crop and second, from the standpoint of comparative crop values produced annually.

While Mr. Leatherwood

may have been correct in his figures the table on the opposite

page indicatea that according to values nearly two-thirds
of the crops are assuredly non-competitive.

Nearly one-half

of the income from the forty crops listed here is derived
from cantaloupes and lettuce.

I~

would also seem that the

assurance of abundant water supply would tend to increase

th~

production of vegetables at the expense of other types of crops
because of their greater financial returns per acre.
We have an illustration of this already in the gradual decline of cotton. production.

In 1923 it JJ&.s ranked. first• 'in ..im-

portance among Imperial Valley products. 2 •
for the Boulder

~~yon

When the movement

Project was first initiated Southern

congressmen felt some concern over bringing additional landa
under cultivation which might compete with the South in the
production of cotton.

However, while in 1924 there were

ao;:

000 baies of · ~otton ginned in Imperial Valley, this had been
reduced . to S,OOO bales by 1928. 3 • By 1928 the combined value

1. Leatherwood, E.O. Minority Views. H.R.5773 70th Oong.lst.Seet •
•• p.25
2. Soil Survey of Brawley Area.u.s.Dept.Agrioulture,.P.715
3. Johnson, Hiram w. Speech in u.s. ·Senate Apr.2S,l928

of cotton and cotton by-products could claim no better than
eighth place in importance.l•
Still another angle of the irrigation question was presented some two years ago by the editor of the Engineering
News-Record in an article which evoked warm commendation from
President Farrell of Kansas State Agricultural College.

His

interesting view includes the whole future of irrigation both
public and private.

Calling attention to the tremendous in-

crease in irrigation development within the last three decadea
he says,

"Ae a business enterprise it -rests on the tacit aeeump~ ~ion that irrigation will continue to be effective
and produce undiminished crops for generations to
come." 2.
But already there is some evidence that this assumption
is insecure.

In some localities annual crops are beginning

to diminish, from no outward cause.

Investigation has dis-

closed that large quantities of alkali salts have been caxried
.
..
in the irrigation water and deposited at '. the root ·zone of the
plants.

The salts are not assimilable by the crop plants

and in the course of time make plant growth impossible.
There is a known p~acticable Aolution to this problem.
.
.
.
It requi~ee that enough water be applied to the soil to carry
the alkali salts downward past the root zone into the subjacent
region of under-drainage so that they may be

continuo~1y

re-

moved~3· · Government experts have realized the value of thia

·.
1. See table page 110 Appendix 0
2. Engineering News-Record. June 2, 1927 .••• •• •.•••••••• p.888
3. Ibid •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• p.888
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methOd, and declare it the most satisfactory and practical
method so far dev1sed.1.
Two important requirements are involved in this plan.
First, it would call for a tremendous improvement in drainage
facilities in most projects.

Second, it would call for a

cessation of our policy of increasing irrigated areas, perhaps
even a reduction of present acreage, in order to provide the
enormously increased water supply necessary for its fulfillment. 2 •
Thoughtful consideration of this subject with special reference to Imperial Valley seems the more necessary when we understand the nature of the soil and the water to be placed upon
it.

In the fall of 1901 the Bureau of Soils, United States

Department of Agriculture, made a soil survey of this region
and reported the soil so highly alkaline that. many crops were
decidedly impracticable.

It recommended specialization in

particular crops which would be suitable to that kind of land,
such as sugar beets, sorghum, and date palma. 3 • This was later
verified in a second report from the same department, published
in 1923, which stated further that unsatisfactory drainage
systems were real obsta.oles to the reclamation of the alkali
lands of Imperial Valley, 4 •
All these facts and figures are intended to be merely
suggestive; but they serve to throw into relief the whole
1. Soil Survey of the Brawley Area. U,S,Dept.Agrioulture,,p.706
2. Engineering News-Record
June 2,l927 ••••. • ••.••••••• ,p.B88
3. Cory, H.T. Imperi~ ValleY~~ Salton Sink ••••••••• p.l271
4. Soil Survey of Brawley Area, U,S,Dept. Agriculture •••• • p.706
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problem of irrigation snd reclamation, as well as raise the
possibility of honest doubt as to whether any atte~pt to bring
more land in Imperial Valley under irrigation is economicallY
juat1.f1able at the present time. ·

•,

'·

. ·" .

DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY
The

price of civic advancement is sometimes very high,

not only as estimated in dollars and cents, but also in terms
of public opinion.

Perhaps no city in the United States is

'

better aware of thia fact than Los Angelea.

What blood ia to

the human body, wa.ter is to the life of munioipali ties, and
the problem of auffioient water supply for the present and
future needs of Los Angeles has been a source of deep concern to that oi ty for many yea.rs.

It has also been the cause

of much hard feeling and misunderstanding between her and other
localities.
Only recently the writer wae told by a professor who had
spent the summer in the eastern part of the United States that
there was a strong sentiment in that section against the entire
Boulder Oanyon Project becauee of a common opinion that ita
main purpose
water supply.

w~s

to secure a rederal

Perhaps

~his

. suq~idy

for Loa Angeles•

is not altogether a surprising

reaction when we consider that most of the activity in

beha~f

of the Swing-Johnson bill was centered in the Southern California metropolis.
Th1a attitude has doubtless been furthered by the appearance of magazine articles which have given a mistaken impression of the project.

For example, one writer in attempting to

show that it would f ·orever impede the development . of . AriZona, ·
atatea that owing to certain olimatio and soil conditions
water will really go further in Arizona than in California,
•. .i

, A"
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and further that
1

It can alae be done more cheaply in Arizona than by
lifting the·water out of its natural basin over the
divide onto the California coastal plain." l.

The only inference one can draw from this statement is
that the author believed, or wished her

re~ders

to believe,

that this water so lifted "out of its natural basin"

~as

to

be used for purposes of irrigation when in reality _nothing
could be farther from the truth.

This kind of loose writing

has given to many quite a false impression of the purpose of
the project.
from the time of the establishment of Los Angeles as a
Spanish pueblo in 1787 ·to the year 1906 the bulk of the city's
domestic water was secured from the Los Angeles River. 2 • By
1904 the pressure of increasing popuiation began to be felt
and additional water supply seen to be necessary.

No nearby

streams of sufficient magnitude were available, hence it was
found necessary to reach some 250 miles northward into the
Sierra Nevada Mountains and tap the Owens ,River.

It was an

ambitious undertaking from an engineering standpoint.
required the construction of a

asa.

carrying 400 second-feet of water.

It

mile aqueduct capable of
Yet it was brought to

euoceseful completion within the time allowed and within the
original oost estimate of $24,000,ooo. 3 •

It .as -confidently believed that the completion of this
1. Austin,

· Mary~

Colorado River

Controverey,~

Nation

. Bov. 9, 16"21:""•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• p. 510
a. Jlulholland, W. !itet, from the Color1do !he OoJJ11DU.Ii1 tx
Builder · ~ar. 192B ••••••.•..••••••..••••••••••••••••• p.23
3. Ib14• ••••............... • ........• • ••.....•·~ ·........... •p. 23
.
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project would solve the we.ter needs of Los Angeles for at
least fifty years, as it was sufficient for the needs of

a,ooo,ooo
foreseen.

people.

But certain developments could not be

At the time of the inception of the· project the

population of Los Angeles wae 160,000.~•

Today only a quar-

ter of a century later the city approaches her second million.
Another factor not given due consideration was the variabill ty of rainfall i.n the Owens Valley region.

In some

years it amounts to only two or three inches, providing almost no run-off, and in one year the amount of water available for the aqueduct decreased from 400 second feet to
270 second feet. 2 • It is this unreliability, rather than
the total amount available over a period of years,

th~.t

is

the cause of most concern.
The question

na~urally

arises as to the possibility

of dra.wing a.ddi tional quanti ties from the streams and underground sources near Los Angeles.

But this gives rise to

another problem·-- a possible shortage of the amount required for agricultural needs.

Mr. Burdett Moody believes

that
•the most marked feature of the present water
supply situation is the serious encroachment
upon the present needs of agricultural supply
by urban and suburban development. The pres. ent tendency, if continued, will automatically
stop the growth of any community, dependent as
·· it is upon the neighboring agricultural develop. ment."
1.
2.
3.

Hearings on H. R. 2903, 70th Oong!ess let Sess1on •••• p.97
Hearings on H. R. 2903, 68th Oongress let Sesaion •• p.98,99
Transactions of the Commonwealth Club of California
Apr. 13, 1926 •..•••••••..•••••.••..•••••..•••••.•• p.58
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It would seem extremely doubtful then if Los Angeles would
gain anything by taking more water from the adjacent territory.
The possibility of reaching farther north has also been
suggested, but this is generally recognized to be inadvisable,
as it might encroach too much on the future needs of central
California.
The experiences of Los Angeles have been such as to make
her somewhat wary of enc;oaohing on the needs of other sections,
either with or without legal justification.

The farmers of

Owens Valley have long regarded themselves as victims of Los
Angeles' greed.

They feel that the water of the Owens River

is rightfully theirs and innumerable attempts have been made
to dynamite the aqueduct.
siphon was blown out. 1 •

On one occasion over 300 feet of
So serious did this situation be-

come that in 1927 the city of Los Angeles took out insurance
on the structure amounting to $7,500,000, covering possible
damage due to ~explosion, riot, and civil oommotionn.2.

A

more recent development reported in the press is the plan
whereby the.city of Los Angeles is to purchase outright the
entire Owens Valley including the towns of Bishop, Big Pine,
Independence and Lone
rights in that region.
1.

2.

~ine,

along with all remaining water

The transaction will involve about

Engineering News-Record, June 2, 1927 •••••••••••••• p.915
Ibid •••••••••.••• • •••••• , Sept. 15, 1927 •••.•••••••• p.413
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$8,000,000. 1 •

It is thought tha.t this will settle the pre-

sent difficulties as well as provide what additional water
is needed till Colorado River water is available.
The present plan is to take water from the Oolorado
River near the town of Blythe, California, which is about
150 miles below the site of the Black Canyon Dam.

The water

will be carried to Los Angeles and other coastal plain ·cities
through an aqueduct about 260 miles long.

This

mus~

pass

over a range of mountains and will require a pump ltft at
one point of 1400 feet.

The estimated construction cost is

about $150,000,000.2•
That the people of the southern metropolis and surrounding communities are tremendously in earnest over the proposed
Plan is evidenced by the energetic and business like way they
have launched their program.
were made on

1~0

In June, 1924, official

fil~ngs

eecond-feet of water from the Colorado.

•

Due

to the fact that all of the present low flow of the river is
appropriated,

possible to file only upon flood waters
to be diverted when a storage dam is provided. 3 • The next
it.~as

step was taken in 1925 when Loe Angeles voted a bond issue of
$2,000,000 to be used in making preliminary surveys and investigations of future needs. 4 • The third step was the actual launching of the necessary surveys and most of the funds
1.
2.
3.

Stockton Evening Record, Feb. 27, 1928
Majority Report, s. 728, 70th Oongress 1st Sess1on ••• p.25
Van Norman and Bayley, "Oolorado River and Los Angeles
Aqueduct•, Engineering News-Record, May 31, 1928 •• p.851

4.

Ibid •••••.•••..•............. ...........•.•...•....• . p. 85()
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provided by the bond issue have already been expended on
this work.

Over 18,000 square miles of territory have·been

surveyed and mapped, moat of it having never before been
touched by a surveyors instrument.l•
Los Angeles was not alone in recognizing the need for
other sources of water.

Other munioipalities were feeling

the shortage, but state laws made it impossible for them to
join with Los ' Angeles in promoting the project.

In response

to tne demand arising out of this situation the California
legislature passed the Metropolitan Water District Act in
1937 which made it possible for
1

four or more municipalities, whether contiguous
or not, to join in the formation of a metropolitan water district for the purpose of development,
storage, conservation and distribution of water
for domestic purposes." 2.
·

Any one city may initiate suoh a movement, others joining in
if they wish.
A movement was at once started to form such a district in
Southern California, which was done by the vote of the people
on November

s,

1928.

At the present time it comprises eleven

cities situated in three counties, and several others are expected to join in due time.3•
achieved

th~

When the purpose is finally

cost of the project will be distributed among the

various cities of the district in proportion to their assessed
valuation.
1.
2.
3.

MUlholland w. "Water from the Colorado", The Oommunity
Builder, Mar. 192B •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• p.a~
Van Norman and Bayley, "Colorado River - Los Angeles
Aqueduct", Engineering News-Record, May 31, 192B •• p.B51
See page 109 ·Appendix B
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Certain questions have been raised with regard to this
ambi tioue program which it ma.y be well to touch upon.

The

first of these has to do with the quality of the water which
will thus be supplied, the second with the economic soundness
of the project.
It has been suggested that there is danger of the water
being contaminated.

This is not regarded seriously as it is

thought that the high rate of discharge of the Colorado River
and the sparsely settled area which it drains makes this risk
less than from any other available source.
A somewhat more serious problem is that of silt.

It is

true that the dam is designed to act as a settling basin and
thus deeilt the stream.
will

g~

But for a considerable time there

on the process of scouring the stream bed below the

dam, and this silt must be oared for in some way.
Just how this will be done is yet uncertain.

Various

methode are under consideration, the most reasonable of which
is the proposal take the water from infiltration ditches or
galleries sunk in coarse gravel some distance away from the
river.l•
The economic soundness of the project has been most persistently attacked with the. chargee that there is no -real need
for increasing the supply and that such future increases as
are found necessary may be amply provided for by additional
supplies from Uono Basin and O•ens Valley. 2 • Space does not
1.

a.

"Bearings on Boulder Dam at Los Angeles", Engineering!!!!-·
Record, Nov. 5, 192S.~ •••• ·•••••••••••••••••••••• p.770
Douglas, L. W. Ulnority Views, H. R. 5773, 70th Congress
lst Seesion ••.•.•••••...••••..••••.••••••••.•••• p.B

·'
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permit entrance into this controversy other tnan to state that
it would

seem very strange that southern California munioi-

palities would calmly Plan the expenditure of $150,000,000
for suoh a project unless thoroughly convinced that the exigencies of the occasion

requir~

it •

..Proponents of the project urge

1t

not alone as a nec-

essity to aouthern California cities, but also as a distinct
financial advantage in tne construction of the Boulder Dam.
This advantage would accrue in two ways.
Firs~

it would

pro~ide

a revenue to the government through

tn.e sale of the 1500 second feet of water required by the dietrict.

The district would contract for the storage of a stip-

ulated amount and its

deli~ery

at a certain point on the river.

Second, it would materially assist in the all-important
problem of finding a market for the power to be generated at
the dam.

The route which has been selected for the aqueduct

extends from the river near Blythe westward over Shavers summit -a lift of
tion.

1~0

feet - thence by

grav~ty

to its destina-

This 1400 foot elevation is to be surmounted by five

successive pump lifts.

This will require,. it is estimated,

278,247 h.p. of electrical energy, thus absorbing at least
one half of the total output.l•

Not all this will be needed

at once, of course, - as the full 1500 second-feet will not be
needed for several years.

It is estimated that when the aque-

duct is running at full capacity the total annual pumping cost
1.

Van Norman and Bayley, "Colorado River - Los Angeles ·
Aqueduct", Engineering News-Reoord, Yay 31, l92B ••• p.853
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will be ov·e r $8,000,000 • 1 •
It would seem, then, that the project .ie not to be regarded ae a particularly vicious or selfish enterprise.

It

will be paid for by its beneficiaries and the revenue thus
provided will greatly assist in the repayment of the oost of
the dam.

1.

Van Norman and Bayley, "Colorado River - Los Angeles
Aqueduct", Engineering News-Record, Kay 31, 192B •• p.8~·

POWER DEVELOPMENT

It may be taken as almost axiomatic. that ·any ·ptot-ect conceived for the purpose of irrigation, reclamation, flood control, power or other purpose must, in the last analysis, be
economically sound if its permanent stability ie to be assured.
The proposed Boulder Dam is, and should be, no exception to
this rule.

Its only justification must be found in the re-

sults accomplished.
It is quite apparent that no large income is to be expected from the sale of water for domestic and irrigation
purposes.

It is to the power generated at the dam that we

must look for revenue to pay the most of the costs involved.
It is this fact that has made the problem of power develOPment of such tremendous impnrtence.

It has been chosen by

the opponents of the ·project as the most vulnerable point
of attack and

~hey

have succeeded in

ma~~ng

it the central

point in the discussion.
The physical features of the Colorado River are, as we
have seen, particularly favorable for the development of
hydro-electric power.

The entire fall of the river is near-

ly _4,000 feet and between the Green River in Utah and the Gulf
there is a fall of some 4,000 feet.
~ive

survey yet made of the power possibilities was report-

ed in 1925 by Mr. E.
Survey.

The moat careful and ex-

c.

Larue of the United States Geological

In his report are listed thirteen potential power

sites below Green River, which with the water supply available
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in 1922 would be capable of generating 4,350,000 continuous
horsepower. 1 •

Allowing for the possible withdrawal of a

reasonable amount of water for the demands of the upper basin,
this figure would be reduced to 3,420,000 continuous, or 5,743,
000 installed horsepower.2•

Another estimate, perhaps based

on a lese careful study than that of Mr. Larue, places the
total amount of energy available in the entire upper basin
at 7,000,000 continuous hore,power. At the time this estimate
was made in 1925 it was equal to one-half the entire central
station output in the United States. 3 •
It is interesting and instructive to compare the Colorado
with other great rivers in the United States with regard to
power possibilities.

We have noted that for a distance of

some 300 miles it has a drop of eeven and

on~half

feet per

mile, while in its entire course the drop is over eight feet
per mile.

The Mississippi River, on the other hand, from

Cape Giradeau to the Gulf of Mexico drops only eight inchee
per mile.

The. Tenn~ssee River, reputed:··to have great possi-

bilities for power development, has a fall of only. about 500
feet between Knoxville and Paducah, a distanoe of some 700
miles. 4 •
The question of immediate importance in this etudy is
the possibility of power development offered by the proposed
1.

Water Supply Paper No. 556 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• p.l0

2.

Ib1d ••••••••••••.••.•••••••....••.•••••••••.••..••• p.l0

3.
4.

Engineering News-Reoord, ~an. 8, 1925•••••••••••••• p.59
James, H. F. "Geographic Features of the Colorado River
and Basin", Ann~s of~ American Academy,
Jan. 1928 • ••.•...•...........................•• • p. 106
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B·o ulder Canyon Dam.

According to plans and estimates of the

Reclamation Bureau, a plant or plants will be installed capable of generating 1,000,000 horsepower which when used on a
55 percent load factor will yield about 550,000 continuous
horsepower.l•

This estimate has been generally accepted.

It

is through the sale of this power that t he most of the cost
of the project must be amortized.

Whether or not the pro-

posal is economically sound depends upon a variety of fa.ctors.
It would be quite useless to attempt to follow the question
through in all of its many ramifications.

Volumes of data

have been compiled and a great mass of testimony presented
before various committees.

What follows here is a necess-

arily arbitrary outline of the main issuee and problems, together with the more pertinent facts brought out in rega.rd
to

the~

and personal estimates of those issues.

It is frequently urged that the project is illogical and
unsound because the purposes of flood control and power development oppose .eaoh other and cannot be.satisfaotorily served
with the same dam.

Power dams must be kept full to

provid~

the necessary head for generation, while flood control dams
must be kept empty to provide a basin for excess water in
flood eeason.

One writer quotes the noted engineer, Arthur

E. Morgan, in support of this content1on.2•

He does not,

however, give the full text of Mr. Morgan's remarks in the
1.
2.

Majority Report, H. R. 5773, 1Q!a Oongress 1st Session
.
• ••••••• p.2~
James, H. "Geographic Factors of the Colorado River and
Basin,"Annale of !Q! American ·Academy, Jan.l92.8 •• p.l06
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article to which he refers which are that:
1

Except for rare ca see, .such as the proposed
Boulder Dam on the Colorado River, where vast
storage capacity is available in an unsettled
country, storage for flood control and o.ower
development are in striking conflict." 1:. ·

The great height and storage capacity of the proposed dam
should make 1 t possible to provide sufficie·nt head for
power .and still reserve enough space to care for the seasonal floods.
A second problem which has loomed very large is the
probable cost of the project.

There ha.e been a wide differ-

ence of opinion here, and a tendency to question the reliability of estimates made by government engineers.

The ori-

ginal cost estimate ·wa.e $125,000,000 and the plan of financing indicated the possibility of amortization within twentyfi~e years.2•

This was an altogether beautiful and inviting

picture of the economic soundness of the project.
There were some, however, who were not at all sure that
these estimates ··were sound.

Congressman ~Douglas of Arizona

has very pertinently called attention to the fact that estimates made by the Reclamation Bureau have in the pas·t been

-

very Unreliable.

Twenty-seven projects undertaken by them

in the last twenty-one years have cost approximately sixty
percent more than the original estimates. 3 • He goes further

1.
2.
3.

Morgan, Arthur · E. "The Mississippi", Atlantic Monthly,
Nov. l927 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• p.668
Annals of ~ American Academy, Jan. 1928 •• ·•••••••••• p.l21
Douglas, L. w. Kinority Views, H. R. _5773, 70th Congress .
!!!,! Session •.....................................• p.24
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and quotes the Secretary of the Interior to the effect that
estimated construction costs of government. reclamation
have generally been below final expenditures.

project~

Hence, it is

not surprising that the bill as finally passed considerably
altered the original estimates and made the autnorized expenditures conform to the recommendations of the board of engineers
and

geol~gists

which reported to Congress in December, 1928.

As has been indicated, the present plan does not call
for the payment of the All-American canal from power revenue~,
and $25,000,000 of the appropriation is allocated to flood
control, to be repaid only if excess revenues are available.
This leaves the sum of $101,500,000 to be a.:nortized within
fifty years from the sale of power.

Hence, we see that al-

though the present estimated costs are in excess of the original, the amount which must be paid out of power revenues
is materially reduced • . The question now becomes one of
whether the power developed will yield sufficient return to
amortize even this amount.
It may be readily seen that the amount of revenue obtained will be dependent upon a number of factors, of which
the more important are (a) the cost of production, including
cost of dam, power site, maintenance charges, etc., (b) cost
of transmission to the market, (c) the ability to meet the
compet·i tion of el.ectric power generated by other means and
(d) the availability of a market •
.As might be expected in so technical a field, relatively
few careful, well-worked out estimates have been made of the
cost of power production.

Only two such have come to the
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writer's attention which are presented here for comparison.
One is from Professor W. F. Durand
of Stanford
University and
.
.
is found in his report ae special advisor to the Secretary
of the Interior.

The other is preeented by a board of eng-

ineers engaged by the Nevada Colora.do River Oommissi on as
summarized by George W. Malone, state engineer of Nevada.
For the sake of convenience, we shall refer to the latter
as Kr. Malone's figures.
Professor Dura.nd' s estimate was that a sa.le price of

a.a

mills per kilowatt-hour would be sufficient to retire

the entire original estimated ooet of $125,000,000 within
30 years. 1 • Under certain conditions~such as extending the ·
amortization .periodJhe believed this might even be reduced
to

a.o

mills while a sale price of 2.5 mills would provide

a large margin f0r contingencies or permit a shortening of
the amortization period.
Mr. Malone's figure, arrived at in an entirely different survey, is .etrikingly similar.

Based on the cost esti-

mate of $125,000,000 to be amortized in a forty-year .period,
he places the cost at 2.14 mille per kilowatt bour. 2 • This
is approximately the same as Mr. Durand's figure of 2.2 mills
when the difference in time is considered.
Next we must consider the cost of transmission to market,
and the actual cost at the receiving station.

1.
2.

With a sale

Bearings on H~ R. 577.3, 70th Congress let Session•• p.497
Ibid •••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• p.552
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price of 2.2 mills, and allowing for 12 percent loss in
transmission, Professor Durand places the cost at the receiving station at 4.10 mills per kilowa.t t-hour.l•

The

estimate of Malone is somewhat lower, being 3.75 milla.2•
There is some difference of op1·nion amonll experts a.s
to the necessity of supplying a steam power reserve to care
for unforseen-accidents which would result in non-delivery.

If such a reserve were provided it would add about .50 mills
to the above estimates..

It may be well to add that these

figures are based on the assumption of a transmission line
about 300 miles in length, and costing $50,000,000 which sum
would include interest during construction. 3 •

The question

now becomes one of how these figures for the cost of producing hydro-electric power at Boulder Dam and delivering it
to the consumer compare with the cost of power supplied from
~

-~

other sources.
One of the very interesting developments of reoent years

1

has been the almost phenomenal reduction in the cost of producing steam power.

This has been due to increased efficiency,

particularly with regard to the conservation of heat energy
use~ ..in

production.

For example, 1 t is eaid that one southern

California plant almost out the amount of heat eaergy used in
4
half within a period of two years, 1924-26. •

1.

a.
3.

4.

It is claimed

Hearings on H.R. 5773, 1Q!a Oongress .lst Sess1on ••• p.498
Ib1d ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• p.S5?
.
Ibid •• ; ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
p. 5~
Ibid ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• p.lOO
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by some that it is now possible to produce steam power more
cheaply than hydro-electric power could be delivered from
Boulder Da.m.

It has been said that the Southern Oa.lifornie.

Edison Company now produces steam power at its Long Beach
Plant No.2 at a. cost of 4.17 mills per kilowatt-hour. 1 •
It is difficult for one, other than an expert, to know
just how to evaluate such claims.

Mr. Malone estimates the

present cost of steam power production at 4.89 mills per
kilowatt-hour. 2 • This is somewhat higher than the estimated
cost of Boulder Canyon power.

The margin becomes even greater

when we consider that the Boulder Canyon figures were based
on a sum of $125,000,000 to be amortized, which is now reduced to $101,500,000.

When this is taken into account and

the fact that the amortization period is fifty years rather
tban thirty or forty, it would seem logical to believe that
hydro-electric power will be well able to compete with steam
power.
An additional factor seems worthy of consideration in
this connection.

The estimates of steam power production

have generally been made on a basis of
$1.00 to $1.50 per barrel.

co~t

of fuel oil of

Some companies are using oil

which cost them on contract some years ago only about $.70
or $.80 per barrel. 3 • But it would not be safe to s.ssume
that future supplies of oil will be available at any such
1.
2.

Hearings on H.R. 57'73, 70th Congress let Session •• p.lOO
Ibid •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••• p.557

3•

Ibid • • • • . • . . . . . • • • • • . . . • . . • • . . . • . . . . • • . . • . • . • • • . • • P. 4 99
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price.

We are reaching the place where conservation of oil

reserves is being regarded as a prime

neces~ity.

At least

one great engineer, President Hoover, gave actual expression
to this conviction when he announoed immediately. after his
inauguration that there would be absolutely no leases of public oil lands during his administration except such as were
made mandatory by Congress. 1 • Press reports also advise us
of a. move on the part of the big oil companies to restrict
the 1929 output to the amount produced in 1928.

All these

things indicate that the trend of oil prices is likely to
be upward, and cause, as a result, a corresponding increase
in the cost of steam power.
There is one other consideration of deep

importanc~

in

connection with the generation of electric power, e.nd that
is the availability of a market.

Two questions arise out

of this: . (a) Is there a market sufficient to absorb the
entire output? (b) Can this enormous supply come into the
market without causing serious economic disturbance, that
is, without ca.usirig some existing steam plants to become
idle?
In order to make the cost reasonable, it is thought
that the market must be found within a radius of 300 miles.
Arizona, Nevada, and California are the likely beneficiaries.
How much Nevada will require is problema.tical, but that she
expects to use some is evidenced by her request to be allowed the privilege of withdrawing certain blocks of power as
1.

Stockton Record, March 12,

1929•••••••••··~········
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they are needed. 1 •

Arizona does not appear likely to become

a heavy .consumer for a long time· to come • . This was looked

upon ae a likely field a few years ago because of the amount

ot power used in smelting copper. Since that time, however,
improvements in mining machinery have enabled the mines to
generate power very cheaply by using waste:·heat. 2 •
The bulk of the power bill must ultimately be met by the
residents of Southern California.

Several promising markets

are to be found there though the amount possible for some of
them to absorb is a matter of pure speculation.

Much depends

on the growth of industries, the extensive use of electrically
driven pumps for farm irrigation and other similar activities.
One field, which has attracted the interest of many, ia
that of possible electrification of railroads.

In recent years

railroad electrification has created considerable interest
among engineers, and the movement hes made some headway in
certain parts of the United States.
here are too remote to be counted on,

While the _possibilities .
t~ey

may be envisioned

by the knowledge that there are six trunk railroad lines in

operation whi-ch could be conveniently supplied with power from
this source.

In 1916 it was estimated that in this wey alone

a market might be supplied for a half-million horsepower of
electrical energy.3•
One market that seems fairly well assured will be· for
the amount needed to lift the water in the Colorado River-1. Hearings on H.R. 5773 70th Oong.lst ~ •••••••••••••• P.559
2. Ibid •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• P.98
3. Water Supply Paper ••••••• No.395 ••••••••••••••••••••••• P.l84
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Loa Angeles Aqueduct over the 1400-foot range of mountains.
It baa already been indicated that this alone may absorb half

the out put when the water requirements of the Metr9politan
Water District are sufficient to demand the full ·flow of
1500 second feet.

How much will be immediately required it

.ie of couree, impossible to say.
A

much more important question is how rapid an increase

may be expected in the regular industrial and domestic needs.

Mr. Malone states that
Records for past years show that the rate of increase
in firm horsepower in the southwestern power markets
has~en at the rate of about ,5,000 horsepower per
year." 1.
·
1

It would be easy to assume from this that the full amount of
power

w~uld

be used within a very short time.

There seems

to be some danger in such an assumption, however.

It cannot

safely be taken for granted that Southern California will show
the same phenomenal growth in the next decade that it has in
the last.

Somewhere there may be a vanishing point in this

rate of increase·, or, shall we say, a point of saturati.o n.
Even allowing for a considerable diminution, however, there
should in the natural course of events be sufficient increase
to bring all power into use within a reasonable period.
· ! .·

In the meantime, there seems to be no need for fear of

a poasible derangement of the power market.

It is not pro-

posed to throw the entire amount of 550,000 H.P. onto the
market at one time.

The plan· is one of gradual development,

1. Hearings on H.R. 5773. 70th Oong.lat Sess ••••••••••• P.554
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the equipment to be installed in units of about 100,000
H.P.l•
Some yea.rs ago a very careful survey of present and
probable future power needs was made by Mr. L.S. Ready, Chief
Engineer of the State Railroad Commission of California and

Kr. H.G. Bailey, consulting engineer and former power administrator of the state.

Both of these experts agreed that

the power to be produced at Boulder Dam could be put to use
without creating any economic dietrubance which would affect
our present power generating companiea.2•
Summarizing, there would seem to be ample reason to
believe that sufficient power may be generated at Boulder
Dam and marketed in the southwest to assure the financial
soundness of the project.

Not only do the facts and figures

indicate auoh stability, but the public treasury is further
protected .bY the provision in the Boulder Canyon Projeot Act
requiring the Secretary of the Interior to "make provision
for revenues, by contract or otherwise, ~equate in hie
judgment to pay all expenses•

before any money can be

appropriated for the dam or All-American Canal.
•: *

~

I

• •• ••

t

..-

1 ~ Ka:jority Report.

a.

H.R. 5773.

~ .Q.Qng.l§.i b.u· · · • · .P.21

Transactions of the Commonwealth Club ~California

~~::~~A~p~ril 13, 1926 ••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••• P.61
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STATES RIGHTS vs FEDERAL RIGHTS

There oomes at this point a very strong temptation to
deviate from the original purpose of this paper and enter
into the discussion of a pha.se of the question which is more
Indeed~it

political than economic in its aspects.

almost necessary to touch in a brief way on the
states rights as

~pposed

seeme

q~estion

of

to those of the Federal Government.

The question ·as to the proper limits to governmental
activity in the field of business has always been a pressing
one in American life.

Every attempt of the government to

enter actively into the development of a particular state
or section has been met by the most unrelenting opposition of
those who believe in "state sovereignty." It is not surprising that the right of the Federal government to carry out the
Boulder Canyon Project should meet this same ·opposition.
Nothing could be gained here by
of the legal aspects of the question.

a protracted

discussion

That is the task of

lawyers, and the courts may yet be called upon to enter into
the controversy.

There are, however, certain economic factors

to be considered, which call for
comme~d

com~ent,

and which seem to

this particular work to the Federal government.

· ... First, we must consider that the dolorado is an inter-·
atate stream and if each state is to be considered as owatng
the bed of the river within that state, the matter of stream
development for purposes of flood control and irrigation is
likely to be very complicated and costly.

Further complications
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may. arise from the fact the stream is international,and cause
the individual states considerable embarassment.
Generally speaking, however, the opposition has centered
on the purpose of the government to generate electric power.
This feature has been strenuously opposed by large business
enterprises, especially those engaged in power production.
It should be called to mind

th~t

a precedent in this ·;partioular field.

this does not establish
Already power plants

have been installed on 13 Federal reclamation projects.

In

1925 these works, which represent an investment of $6,007,649
yielded gross earnings of $1,067,135 and net earnings of
$442,619, a return of 7 percent on the investment. 1 •
One important reason for government construction of the
power plant at Boulder Dam is that it would make for a fairer
and more efficient system.

Only a limited number of sites

for power plants will be available, and under a plan involving
the allocation of power privileges some would secure muoh
better locations ·than others.

Physical limitations are such

as to make some believe that one good site will be available
and the private company securing it would have a virtual
monopoly, thus giving it an unfair competitive advantage.
Controversies would be sure to arise between applicants,
creating administrative problems very difficult of fair solution.2•

Even if room permitted the construction of more than

one plant there would be a duplication of equipment and
1. Engineering Newe-Record ••• Aug.5,1926 ••••••••••••••••• P.215

--

2. The New Reclamation Era •••• Feb.l926 ••••••••••••.••••• P.21

-
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consequent expense unnecessary under a unified plan.
The case has been admirably summed up by former Sec-

.I
!
.' ~

.
I

retary of the Interior Hubert Work.

Pointing out the inter-

state and international aspects involved, the great diversity

~~

'"'·

of interests to be served such as a.g ricul tural development,
flood control, and industrial benefits from cheap power he

..:

.i
·.s

conoludee that
"Ho agency but the Federal government should be
intrusted with the protection of rights or distribution of opportunities. All uses can be coordinated and the fullest benefits realized only
by their centralized control." l.

i

It seems pertinent to suggest that perhape the question
of states rights has been pushed forward into a position of
prominence quite out of proportion to its real importance.

.

·~

The viewpoint of Herbert Hoover expressed some years ago,
seems

~o

possess great common sense, even if it does fail

to meet the approval of private business men and states rights
politicians:
"The question of states rights is raised on the one
hand, whether it can be made to hold in our American life is problematical. One thing is certain.
There is no purpose in holding to an academic principle when it delays development of so great a project and endangers the lives of 50,000 people.• 2.

1. Hew Reclamation k§.
Feb.l926 •••• ·••••••••••••• P.00-21
2. from an Address before Oolorado River Commission.
Denver. April 1, 1922

STATE ATTITUDES TOWARD THE PROJECT

It is interesting and neceesary to a proper· understanding of the controversy that we call attention here to the
attitudew ·of the various states upon the question.

It has

seemed to the writer that the outstanding tragedy of the
entire discussion has been the unwillingness on the part of
the representatives of the various states to credit others
,. r

.·:~

-:J

:;~~

w1 th mot1 ves a.s honest as their own.

There has always been

present a current of bi tt.e rness, born of mistrust and j eal-

i

ouay, a total disincli nation to even attempt to see the pro-

·:~

blem from the viewpoint of. the other man, and to me.ke mutual

~ ~~

concessi one for the good of all.

·. ~
. :.'~

up the time this is written) has succeeded in blocking every

-;j~

It i e the thing wh 1oh1even

·-~
..~;

effort to reach a harmonious agreement.

··"'

in understanding the id tuation if we study here the viewpoints
of the states toward the compact and

It should assist

th~· Swing-Johnson

Bill.

The attitude of the state of Arizona toward the project
has been ably set forth by a ·number of individuals, among
whom the most representative have been former Governor Hunt,
Congressman Douglas end Senator Hayden of that state.
out doubt,

howev~r,

With-

the most authoritative and succinct

statement was that of Mr.

•

¥~lford

Winsor, testifying in

~e-

half of the Colorado River Commission of Arizona before the
House ;comm1 ttee on Irrigation <.a nd Reclamation.

He listed

nine different reasons for Arizona 1 s protest against the
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passage of the

Swing~ohnson

Bill, as followe:l•

1. Because 1 t would denr:-the right of regulation

and ~ontrol by any state within its boUndaries of
the appropriation; use and distribution of water.

2. Because its effect would be to deprive Arizona
of water necessary for her future develonment and
growth, and for the reclamation of her al!id -~ lands.
3. Because it would usurp and confiscate, for the
practically sole and exclusive benefit of ealifornia resources of great value belonging to the
States of Nevada and Arizona, without compensation
therefor.

4. Because it would predetermine, or seriously
influence, the plan of development of the Colorado
River within Arizona, without that State's consent.
5. Because in the absence of a binding treaty with
MeXico, or of effective notice to Mexico, it would
create a storage and effect a stabilization of the
river's floods, which would quickly be taken advantage of by owner's of land in Kexico to increase
their irrigated acreage, and thus eetaolish what
might be regarded as a moral right to the continued
use of the water so applied to beneficial use, to
the detriment of development in the United States.
6. Because, while precluding the states of Arizona
and Nevada from securing the benefit of natural resources belonging to them, it would burden the
power developed through the _use of those resources
to subsidize a California reclamation project.
7. Because it would still further discriminate agaipet States by giving to California. districts canals and
power plants developed in them while ~1thholding from
the States of Arizona and Nevada the ownership of
dama built within their borders by the Federal Government.

-. e.

Because, violating as it does rights vital to
the States whose reeouroea it imperils and appropriatee, and probably violating the Constitution of
the United Statee, its passage could only result in
endless litigation and the consequent deferment of
Colorado River development.
9. Because, by making the Federal government party
to a compact affeoting the interests of the seven
states upon its acceptance by six,---it would in
1

1. Hearings on H.R.5773, 70th ...Q.ong.lat See§.••••••• . .• p.S0-52
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~

1

effect impose a boycott upon a·uoh as might not
eubsori be to the agreement, and particularly
upon the State of Arizona, thereby making of it
both a confiscatory a.nd coercive measuret

J:.i

This imposing list might, for all practical purposes,

·r

1
'd

~~

·:;j·~
;l
~

be sifted down to two imPelling
ornia is ready to

immedia~ely

causes.

First, that Calif-

appropriate and use a large

amount of water, while Arizona will not be ready for any
considerable amount for years to come.

Hence in the absence

'".iJ

·~

of any definite agreement as to water allocation, California

,,~

might put to beneficial use the most of the water allotted

·~

to the lower basin and Arizona's development forever impeded.

; :)

~~

~!

·:l
. ~~

j

~

.~

Second, Arizona feels that she should secure some of the
revenues to accrue ~~rom the sale of power, and that this will
not likely be possible, at least in such measure under the

;It)

.1

ownership of the national government as it would in case of
state or private development.

It is around these issues that

the battle has been fought.
There is no room for doubt, of course, as to th:e attitude
,..

of California toward the project, and this very fact hae tended
to make some wonder why she would consent to the proposed sixstate ratification of the compa.ct only with reservations.
California's attitude here was perhaps best described by
Senator Johnson in the following words:
1

With Arizona out of the compact, however, it fallowed
that Oalifornia 1 e approval on this new baeie effectively
made her the guarantor of the obligation of the whole
lower basin. · Under this plan any encroachment by
Arizona upon the water allotted to the upper basin
states would have to be made up by California. With ·
Arizona refusing to agree to any limitations upon her
use of the water ·of the river, California was .forced
· to take the position that she could not safely assume
this new and additional obligation for .the benefit
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of the upper states without assurance of large
storage •• " 1.
Bence California 1 s insistence that Congress provide
'•

!

:.

such large storage before assenting to a six-state agreement.
The state of Nevada has consistently maintained a
friendly, though critical attitude toward the project.

It

has been recognized that the proposed dam will benefit her
in two ways:
1. By making it possible to ir1·igate 80,000 acres of

land by the water eo stored.

3. That the power developed at the dam may be of real
help in the industrial life of the southern section
of the state. 2.
A number of interesting proposals indicative of Nevada 1 s
attitude have been suggested .by her to the Senate Oommi ttee

~
f

i
1
~

,•

on Irrigation and Reclamation.

The most important of these

is that charges for power be not fixed at the lowest possible
price, but on the basis of competitive bidding and that after
the returns had . been sufficient to repay: the government all
subsequent revenues should accrue to the state.3•
suggestions

~nd

These

criticisms have always been given in a most

friendly manner and probably the enthusiasm of the citizenry
over the· project has been exceeded only by that found in
California.
The attitude of the State of Wyoming toward Colorado
River development, as expressed by Governor Frank 0. Emerson
1. Majority Report 8.738 70th Oong.lst Sess •••••••••••••• P.l4

2. Balzar, Gov.F.B."Nevada and the Colorado• ~Community
·
Builder Mar.l92B •.....•.......................••• P~40
3. Ibid. • • •. • .. • .. • • ..... •. • ..... • ..... • ......... • ... • • • .P .38
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in a personal letter to the writer, is very interesting,
especially in the light of that states previous experience
with the State of Colorado over wat.er rights.

It will be

remembered that these states became involved in a dispute
over water rights in an interstate stream, Wyoming claiming
priority of right by virtue of the fact that the stream had
its rise in that state.

After a number of years spent in

litigation, a decision was handed down by the Supreme Court
of the United States on June 5, 1922, stating that as between two prior appropriation states, water rights on an
interstate stream woUld be determined upon the basis of
prior use irrespective of state lines. 1 • That this lesson
was not lost on Governor Emerson is made quite evident by
the following excerpts from his letter stating Wyoming's
attitude toward Colorado River development:

.j

i

''

.::

·~

"The Upper Basin States are properly concerned over
~ving a definite agreement between the states of
the Colorado River Basin before the great project,
which might establish priority of rights to most of
the flow .of the river, be placed tn effect before
the work proceed. Careful studieg of the flow of
the Colorado River system he.ve convinced ~.t least
most people that there is sufficient water for all,
if proper conservation methods are employed. Wyoming has had a lesson upon another great interstate
stream in this state wherein we find early development in a state! below ue has caused an embargo
upon additional developments from this river to
which we know we are justly entitled. This situation of today is due to a lack of agreement with
the other state prior to development. We do not
want to see this situation repeated upon the Colorado River. Therefore our insistence that the
Colorado River Compact, or other form of definite
agreement, be reached between the states before
th~ project be constructed."2.

1. Olson,R.L."Legal Problems in Colorado River Development"
Annals of Jthe American Academy. Jan.l928 ••••••••.••• P.l09
2. Personal Letter. Sept.28,192B
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This attitude as

,;
'

expres~ed

by Governor Emerson may

safely be taken as indicative of the sentiment of all of
the upper basin states.

The completion of a storage dam

in advance of the signing of a compact allocating water
rights would make it possible for the lower basin states
to establish priority rights on most of the flow of the
river, so that the more slowly developing states to the north
would in the course of a few years find nothing left for them.
It was this consideration which induced Utah, after having
agreed to a seven state compa.ct, to refuse concurrence in the
six-state treaty.
11

As Governor Dern explained:

It doee not afford us full protection because we
are not protected against Arizona ••• She is bound
by no compact and has renounced no rights that
she might in the future acquire through beneficial
use. She is therefore under no restraint but can
help herself freely to the wa.ters of the river, and
by so doing she may take water that, by the terms of
the compact belongs to the Upper Basin." 1.

But the states in the upper basin have a very important
reason for wishing differences over the compact settled and a
storage dam constructed.
...

<

The

..

natural low flow of the Colorado

river was fully appropriated by irrigations of the Imperial
Valley and other places in the lower basin over twenty -years
ago.

Later appropriations included really more than the

natural flow, so that serious shortages have occurred during
several years.

Now, at the present time there are several

projects in the upper basin taking water from the Colorado
whose appropriations are subsequent to those of Imperial
Valley.

In case of continued shortages there is a real dan-

ger that the lmperial Valley users will seek to reetrain the
l.Addrees before·· Western Divieon of Chamber of Com!Terce of
Colorado Springs. Dec.7,1926.

u.s.
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use of water on these projects until their own needs are
met.

This situation is proving a handicap to any further

development among the states of the Upper ~asin.l•
That the desires of most of the states were met tn the
final drafting bill is evident by the expressions of approval
coming from them.

Even Utah has again voted to accept the

terme of the Compact.

The desire of Nevada and Arizona to

participate in the revenue accruing from the sale of power
has been satisfied.

The one remaining crease to be ironed

out is the matter of water allocation between Arizona and
California.

Up to the time this is written all efforts

along this line have failed.

1. Davi.s, A.P. "The Colorado River Surveys." The Community
Builder. Mar .1928 •••••••••••• ·~ •••••••••••••..• p .19
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Boulder Canyon Project is fundamentally designed
to serve this four-fold purpose of flood --control, irrigation,
domestic water supply and power development.

It would be a

mistake to give undue prominence to any one of these at. the
expense of the others.

No single one could. justify the

expend! ture of such an enormous sum of money.
pose might be served at less expense.
to see is

~hat

Any ·~ one

pur-

The important thing

all these objects may here by realized in a

single project at lese expense than in a different project
for each prupose.

At the same time it offers the opportunity

of beginning a upified program of development under the supervision of the national government, thus forestalling the
unorganized and haphazard development which would be sure to
follow state or private control.
Throughout much of the discussion in Congressional
Committees and in the press there has b~en a tendency to obscure the real economic issues by the injection of more or
less irrelevant material of a political nature.

Both pro-

ponents and opponents of the project have been guilty of this.
Charges of the existence of a "power trust lobby" have been
countered with charges of activity by a. "Boulder Dam lobby",
each party conveniently ignoring the fact that any group has
a perfectly legitimate right to maintain such a lobby to further their interests;

,

Many of the projects opponents would

have profited by its defeat, and likewise, many of its friende
expect to profit by its success.

Its merit

s~ould

be judged

88

quite apart from such questions as these.
It will be noted that the text of the aet enumerates
r

i
I

1
~

..

one other economic advantage to be achieved which has been
ignored in this study.

It is stated that it is designed to

"improve navigation".

To the writer it seems utterly futile

to attempt to justify the project on such a basis.

There was

once a time when a small amount of navigation by light craft

·I

1

was carried on in the Oolorado River.
non-existent.

Today it is practically

It is largely, however, on the basis of the

technical navigability of the river that the national govern.{

ment claims legal jurisdiction of the stream.

It was for the

purpose of maintaining this claim that the clause was in1

corporated in the bill.

Curiously enough, this step was

-·

taken as a precaution, while Congress boldly voted to accept
the Colorado Compact which specifies that the Colorado River
is non-navigable!
Taken as a whole the project seems to present a unique
combination of the elements of urgency, utilization of bene-

~
'

fits, and economic feasibility.

Carried to fruition it will

mean that never again will it be possible to say, as one
writer said only a few years ago, that "the chief merit of
the Colorado is not utility, but grandeur." 1 •

.

.

·~

~~

1. Faris, John T.

The Romance Qi ~ River~ ••••..••••.• p.23S
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APPENDIX
Text of the Compact
Inasmuch as all discussion of the Colorado river problem
at this time revolves around the document agreed upon at Santa
Fe in 1922, an intimate understanding of its provisions is
necessary to the formulation d! conclusions.

The text of the

compact follows:
Article I
The major

purpo~es

of this contract are to provide for the

equitable division and apportionment of the use of the waters
of the Colorado river system; to establish the relative importance of different beneficial uses of water; to provide inter-

~·
·'·
I

state comity; to remove causes of present and future controversies, and to secure the expeditious agricultural and industrial
development of the Colorado river basin, the storage of its waters
and the

protect~on

of life and property !rom floods.

To these

ends the Colorado river basin is divided into two basins, and an
apportionment of the use of part of the water of the Colorado
River system is made to each of them with the provision that
further equitable apportionment may be made.
Article II
As used in this compact:
(a) The term "Colorado river system" means that portion
of .the Colorado river and its tributaries within the United
States of America.
,
j
;

(b) The term "Colorado river basin" means all the

drain~ge

area of the Colorado river system and all other territory

r
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within the United States of America to which the waters of the
Oolorado River system shall be beneficially applied.
(c) The term "states of the upper division" means the states
of Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming.
(d) The

ter~

!states of the lower division" means t he states

of Arizona, California and Nevada.
(e) The term "Lee Ferry" means a point in the me,in stream
of the Colorado river one mile below the mouth of the Paria river •.
(f) The term "upper Basin 11 means those parte of the

~tates

of ArizonA, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming within and
from which waters naturally drain into the Colorado river system
above Lee Ferry, and also all parts of said states located without the drainage area of the Colorado river system which are now
or shall hereafter be beneficially served by waters diverted
from the system above Lee Ferry.
(g) The term "lower basin11 means those parts of the states
of Arizona, California, Neva.da, New Mexico and Utah within and
from which waters naturally drain into the Colorado river system
below Lee Ferry, and also all parts of said states located without the drainage area of the Colorado river system which are now
or shall hereafter be beneficially served by waters diverted
from the system below Lee Ferry.
(H) The term "domestic use" shall include the use of water
for household, stock, municipal, mining, mill i ng, industrial
and other like purposes, but shall exclude the generation of
electrical power.
Article III
(a) There is hereby apportioned from the Colorado river
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system in perpetuity to the upper basin and to the lower basin,
respectively, the exclusive beneficial consumptive use of
7,500,000 acre-feet of water per annum, which shall include all
water necessary for the supply of any rights which may now
exist.
(b) In addition to the apportionment in paragraph (a) the
lower basin is hereby given the right to increase its beneficial
consumptive use of such waters by one million acre-feet per
annum.
(o) If, as a matter of international comity, the United
States of

America shall hereafter recognize in the United

States of Mexico any right to the use of any waters of the
Colorado river system, such waters shall be supplied first from
the waters which are surplus over and above the aggregate of
. the quantities specified in paragraphs (a) and (b): and if such
surplus shall prove insufficient for this purpose, then t he
burden of such deficiency shall be equally borne by the upper
basin and the lower basin, and whenever necessary the states of
the upper division shall deliver ·at Lee Ferry water to supply
one-half of the deficiency so recognized in addition to that
provided in paragraph (d).
· (d) The states of the upper basin will not cause the flow

ot the river at Lee Ferry to be depleted below an aggregate
of 75,000,000 acre-feet for any period of ten consecutive
years reckoned in continuing progress series beginning with
the first day of October next succeeding the ratification
this compact.

0~
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(e) The states of the upper division shall not withhold
water, and the states of the lower division·shall not require
the delivery of water, which· cannot reasonably be applied to
domestic and agricUltural use.
(f) Further equitable apportionment of the beneficial

uses of the waters of the Colorado river system unapportioned
by pp.ragra.phs (a), (b). and (c) may be made in the manner provided in paragraph (g) at any time after October 1, 1963, if
an~

when either basin shall have reached its total beneficial

consumptive use as set out in paragraphs (a) and (b).
(g) In the event of a desire for further apportionment as
provided in paragraph (f) any two signatory states acting
through their governors, may give joint notice of such desire
to the governors of the other signatory states and to the
president of the United States of America, and it shall be the
duty. of the governors of the signatory states and of the
president of the United Sta.tes of America. forthwith to appoint
representatives, whose duty it sha.l l be to divide and apportion
equitably between the upper ba.sin and the lower basin the
beneficial use of the unappropriated water of the Colorado
river system as mentioned in paragraph (f), subject to the
legislative ratification of the signatory states and the congress of. the United States of America.

Article IV
(a) Inasmuch as the Colorado river has ceased to be

·navigable ·for commerce and the reservation of 1·ts water·e for
:·navigation would seriously limit the development of its 'b!;isin,
the uses of its waters for purposes of navigation shall be
'.

'·

~.~.
I

'
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subservient to the uses of such waters for domestic, agricultural and power purposes.

If the congress shall not consent

to this paragraph, the other provisions of this compact shall
·nevertheless remain binding.
(b) Subject to the provisions of this compact, water of
.
.
the Oolorado River system may be im9ounded and used for the
generation of electrical power, but such impounding and use
shall be subservient to the use and consumption of such water
for agricultural and domestic purposes and shall not interfere
with or prevent use for such dominant purposes.
(o) The provisions of this article shall not apply to or
interfere with the regulation and control by any state within
itB boundaries of the appropriation, use and distribution of
water.
Article V
The chief official of each signatory state charged with
the administration of water rights, together with the director
of the United States reclamation service :and the director of
the United States geological survey,

sha~l

cooperate, ex officio:

(a) to promote the systematic determination and coordination of the facts as to flow, appropriation, consumption and use
of water in the Colorado river basin, and the interchange of
available information in such matters.
(b) To secure the ascertainment and publication of the
'·

annual flow of the Colorado river at Lee .Ferry.
(o) To perform such other duties as may be assigned by
mutual consent of the signatories from time to time.
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Article VI
Should· any claim or controversy arise between any two
or more of the signatory states: (a) with respect to the
waters of the Colorado river system not covered by the terms
of this compact; (b) over the meaning or performance of any of
the terms of this compact; (c) as to the allocation of the
burdens incident to the performance of any article of this
compact or the delivery of waters as herein provided; (d)
as to the construction or operation of works within the
Colorado river basin to be situated in two or more states, or
to be constructed in one state for the benefit of another state,
or (e) as to the diversion of water in one state for the
benefit of another state; the governors of the states affected,

upon the request of· one of them, shall forthwith appoint
commissioners with power to consider and adjust such claim or
controversy, subject to ratification by the legislatures of
the states eo

a~fected.

t\

Nothing herein contained shall prevent the adjustment of
''(

any such claim or controversy by any present method or by direct
future legislative actions of the interested states.
Article VII
Nothing in this compact shall be construed as affecting
the obligations of the United States of America to indian
tribes.
Article VIII
Present perfected rights to the beneficial use of waters
of the Colorado river system are unimpaired by this compact.
~

.

·:,,
I
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Whenever etorage capacity of 5,000,000 acre-feet shall have been
provided on the main Colorado river within or for the benefit
of the lower basin, then claims of such righte, if any, by
appropriators or users of water in the lower basin against
appropriatol's:. or users of water in the upper basin shall
attach to and be satisfied from water that may be stored not
in conflict with Article 3 •
. All other rights to beneficial use of waters of the
Colorado river system shall be satisfied solely from the
water apportioned to that basin in which they a re situate.
Article IX
Nothing in this compact shall be construed to limit or
prevent any state from instituting or maintaining any action

or proceeding, legal or equitable, for the protection of any
right under this compact or the enforcement of any of its
provisions.
Article X
This compact may be terminated at any time by the unanimous agreement of the signatory states.

In the event of such

termination all rights established under it shall continue unimpaired.
Article XI

~
I

This compact shall become binding and obligatory when it

'

t'
I

I

jo

shall have been approved by the legislatures of each of the
signatory

st~ea

and by the congress of the United States.

f·l
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· [PuBLic-No. 642-70TH CoNGRESS}
[H. R. 6773.]
An Act To provide for the construction of work!! for the protection and development of the Colorado River Baein, for the approval of the
Colorado River compact, and for other purposes.

.,.·

:

io ••

. !. -

r..

,. .

Be it enacted by the S enate and House of Repreaentatives of the
United Sf.ates of A 'rneriea i n Oongress assemlJlea, That for the purpose of controlling the floods, improvin~ navigatiqn and regulating
the flow of the Colorado Riv('r, providmg for storage and for the
(lelivery of the stored waters thereof for reclamation of public lands
and other beneficial uses exclusively-within the United States, and for
the generation of electrical en('rg;y as a means of making the project
herem authorized a self-supportmg and financially solvent undertaking, the Secretary of the Interior, subject to the terms of the Colorado River compact hereinafter mentioned, is hereby authorized to
construct, operate, and maintain a clam and incidental works in the
main st.ream of the Colorado RiYer at Black Canyon or Boulder
Canyon adequate to create a storage re...o:ervoir of a caJ?acity of not
less than twenty million acre-feet of water and a mam canal and
appurtenant structures located ent.ir('ly within the United States connecting the Laguna Dam, or other suitable diversion dam, which the
Secretary of the Interior is h~reby authorized to construct if deemed
necessary or advisable b~· him upon engineering or economic considerations, with the Imperial and Coat:hella Valleys in California,
the expenditures for said main cnnnl and appurtenant struetures
to be reimbursable, as provided in the reclamation law, and shall
11ot be pn.id out of revenues derived from the sale or disposal of water
power or electric energy at the clam authorized to be constructed at
said Black Canyon or Boulder Cnn~on, or for water for potable purposes outside of the Imperial and Coachella Valleys: Provided, lt01~
eve1·, That·no ch·a rge shall be made for water or rot: the use, stt>rage;
or delivery of water _for irrigation or water for potable purposes in
the Imperial 'or Coachella Valleys ; also to ·construct and equip,
operate, and maintain at or ne.ar said dam, or cause to~ constructed;
a complete plant and incidental stru\'tures suitable for the fullest
economic development of electrical energy from the water· discharged
fr~m . Sa.id reserro~r; and to acquire by proceedings in eminent
domam, 'Or otherWise,· all lands, r1ghts of way,. and other property
J!.eeessaty for. said purposes. .
·. · ·
·· . ·
· ··Sw. 2. (a) 1-'here is hereby established a special fund,' to be kno~
as 1the " Calorado ·River Da-m fund." (hereinafter referred to as the
. ~ ~nd ·" )z ·and ·to; ~e 'a'vailabl~, · as hereafter provided;· o~ly ' f?r carry~
mg .out tne 'pl:OVIstons· of this Act. All revenues received m carry...
ing out the provisions of t.his Act ·shall be paid intO and expenditures:
shall ·~eo·~~a:~e o~t · of·the' fund; under the -direction' <?f the. Secretary
,:, of the-Inter'lor. ~- - ·· ·
rt; (1>)·· The 1 Seer~t!lry · tif, the Tr~u~. is ·a~ho~ ~- ~dvanoo to
~li~ :fun~, fr~m ~lDle ·td tup~ ~tnd '\'\"lthm the· aP.proprtationS','t~eref~r,
.;
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sucl1 !!mounts as the ~c~retury of. the Interior deems nN· 4 ·~.-a n

f"r

carrymg out the provisiOns of thts Act, except thnt t\11• n)!;.!l·•·:..• :l\l'
amou~t of su<'h advances shttl.l !1ot ext'eed the sum of ~ w:..nn.>: -I().
Of tlw; amount the sum ?f $2~>,000,0.0~ shnll 1>1! allO<·nt 1.,1 tu II•""'
control nnu sbnll be .repatd ~o the Umted States out of (i:?l. .. 1wr
centum o! r·~venues, If nny, m. exce::;!'l of the uruount 11 .,cl~:-~ui· \ tu
meet periOdical payments durmg the p(>l'iod of amortizatiu,; 8 "
prov.ide~ in sedion·.4 of this A~t. If s1nd smn of lj;:l~>,ooo.noo j. ' 11 ot
1·epatd m full durmg the penod of umortizniion. then 6:ll .. l''·'r
c~ntum of all net reYenues shall be applied to puyment of tl;1. r«'·
mai~der. Interest at the rate of ·4 per centum per annum ~~~... ·1· 11 ing
durmg the year upon the amounts ::;o ullnmc:ed and renw iuin·· un·
paid shall be paid annually out of the fund, except as hen•ilt ,;,;ll'r·
wise provided.
. (c) :Money~ in the fund advanced under subdivh;ion (b) -1~~111 he
ava;ilable only .for expendit~res for construction and tht> payuwnt
of mterest, durmg constructwn: upon the amounts so adrunc·l·· l. So
expenditures out of the fund shnll be made for opet•at.ion unci mnintenancc except from nppropriatious tlwrl'for.
(d) The Secl'ctary o:£ the 'l'rt.>nsury shnll charge the fu11.! n• of
June 30 in euch yenr with such nmount us may be neC'e::;.· ul'r f .. r thl'
payment of interest on ndYances made under subclivision (fH nr lh{·
rate of 4 per centum per annum ncct·ued during the yeu1· 11/"'" tlw
amounts so advanced and remaining unpaid~ cxc(>pt thnt if 1 1•' fuucl
is insufficient to meet the pnyment of interest the Seert'tan· .,f the
Treasury may~ in his discretion. defer any pnt·t of sw·h )··aym"nt.
und tlw amount su deferrec.l shall bt'at•' interest nt the mlc• u l 4 pt'l'
centum ~er annum until paid.
(e ) 1he Secretary of the Interior shall certify to th1• :-'c·ac·tnr·y
of the Treasury, at the close of ~uch fi:;cal year. the amount of ru,>IH'Y
in the fund in excess of the amount neeesi:iiu·y for constnH·I i1111. upet·ation, and maintenance, ami payment of interest. Upon n•c·t•i\H of
each such certificate the Secretary of the Treasury is nuthnrizN and
directed to charge the fund with the amount so certified Ill; repayment
of ~he advances made under subdivision (b), which nmmml sltnll
be covered into the Treasury to the credit of miscellnne.ou:o l'l'<'t.'ipts.
. SEc. 3. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated fl'l>m time to
time, out of any money in the .Treasury not otherwise appi'UJWinted,
such sums of money as may be necessary to carry out th~ purposes
of this Act,. not excee~ing m the aggregate $165,000,000. .
: SEC. 4 (tl). This Act shall not take effect and no authol'lty shall
be exercised hereunder and no work shall be begun and no moneys
expended on or in connection with the works or structures provided
for in· this . .A,.ct, a.rrd.1no. w.ater i rights .·shall ~ claimed or initiated
hereunder~ and ·l}o steps . sh~ll .be taken, by :the United States or ·by
otheN. to initiate:or perfect any.claiiilfl teo the use of water pertinent
to truch ;;works or ,structures unless and. until . (1) .the ·Statet; of Arj-·
zona; California,. Colora~o, Nevada, New •?tf:e_xico, Utah, and WyoJJlin~ shall ha~ :r;e.tUi~j} ·f,be .Colorado, :River :cpmpact, wentioned in
section 13 hereof, and the President by public proclama.tioll shall have
so declared, 01"! (2)-lf.~id.States,fail ,tQ' r11;tify!the S$id CQmpact within
si:z: . months. ·fr~;:\h~~ date.,<ti ,tl~e. ;passag& ·Qt .t his.J\..ct f.hep, until six
of said States,· including the State of California, shall ratify said
"1.-
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tompnct am] ~h nll t•on:-;ent to waive the provisiom of the first pnragrnph of Artidt• XI of said compact! which makes the same binding
imd obligatory only when approved by ench of the seven States signatory thereto. an(! shall have approved snid compact without conditions. .snve that of :-;neh ~ix-Stnt~ apprO\'al, ami the P resident by
public prodttmation ~hnll hn,·e so dechued, and, fUI·ther, until the
State of California, by uct of its legislature, shall agt·ee irrevocably
anc.l nncond it iouully with the Unitt•d State~ and for the benefit of
the States of Arizonn, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and
Wyoming. us an exp ress covf:'nant and in consideration of the p nssa.g e of this Act, thnt the aggregate annual consumptive use (diversions less rt>turns to the r iver) of water of and from the CQlorndo
River for u:;e in the Slnte of California, including all uses under
contracts made under the provisions of this Act and all water necessat·y for the sup}Jly qf any rights which may now exist, shall not
exceed four milhon four hundred thousand acre-feet of the waters
apportioned to the lower basin States by paragraph (a) of Article III
of the Colorado· River compact, plus not more than one-half of any
excess or smplus waters unapportioned by said compact, such uses
always to be subject to the terms of said con1pact.
The States of Arizona, California, and N evadn are authori?.ed to
enter into an agret>ment which shall proYide (1) that of the 7,500,000
acre-feet annually apportioned to the lower basin by paragnph
(a) of Artide III of the Colorado River compact. there shall be
apportioned to the State of Nevada 300,000 acre-feet and to the
State of .Arizona 2,800,000 acre-feet for exclusive beneficial consumptive ur-:e in perpetuity, and (2) that the State of Arizona may
annually use one-half of the excess or surplus waters unapportioned
by the Colorado Rh•er compac-t~ and ( 3) that the Sta't e of Arizona
shall have the exclnsh·e beneficial consumptive use of the Gila River
and its t~lbntnries within the boundaries of said ~tate, and (4) t hat
the waters o.f the Gila River and its tributaries, except return flow
after the sn me enters the Colorado River. shall never be subject to
any diminution whatever by any allowanc(> of water which may be
made by trea.ty or otherwise to the V'nited States of :Mexico hut if,
as provided in paragraph (c) of Article III of the Colorado River
comiJact, it shall become necessary to supply water to the United
States of Mexico from waters over and above the quantities which
are surplus aR defined bv snid compact, then the ~tate of California
shall and will mntnally· agree with the State of Arizona to supplv,
out of the main stream of the Colorado River, one-half of any
deficiency which must he supplied to Mexico bv the lower basin,
and ( 5) that the State of California shall and will .further mutually
~gree with the States of Arizona and Nevada that none of said t.hree
States ~hall withhold wnter, and nf}ne shall r.equire the delivery
of water, which can not r~asonably be applied to dom~stic and
a.gricultumluses. and (G) that .all of the pt·ovisions:of said tri-State
&:greement shall be subJect in nll particulars to. the pro~isions of t he
Colorado .Riv~r <;ompnct. and (7) said a.gieemen~: to.take effect upon
the ra.tW.catioQ of the Colorado Rivel' compact by ArizoQ.a, California,
and~eva~~· "'·· · · ,,., ,.... . ..., _. ...,· :· !. · ' ) ·; . ·) : ,.: . . . 1. ·, .
-Jb) :;BefgJ.~ ~ny,qtoney ~.s appropria~~ f~~..,.~.be oo.ns~t·u¢on of sa.i.cl
dam or power plant, or a1;1y J!.On~rl,l.ctlon .w(?rk .,don~
or.. c:o:Q.tracted .
,
i

.._,~..
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ttn. r.d·l

for, the Secretary of the Interior shall make provision for rt-\'f'nu('s
by contract, in acc.o rdance with the provisions of this Act acl~ unte
in his judgment to insure payment of all exJ>Elnses of ope;ation1 1 ud
maint~nance ~f .said works incurred by the United Statt>s ancl the
repayment, w1thm fifty years from the date of the completion uf :mid
works, of all amounts advanced to the fund unqer subdi\·isiu11 (h)
of section 2 for such works, together with interest tht>tl'<lll mnrlt>
reimbursable under this Act.
Before any money is appropriat~d for · the. constru<'tion hf !Utid
main canal and appurtena.nt structures to connect the I..al!u 1111 I>:llll
with the Imperial and Coachella Valleys in California, or nil\' c·onstruction work is done upon said canal or contracted for, tlw ·~··•·rc
tary of the Interior shall mal{e provision for revenues, bv mhl rnct
or otherwise, adequat.e in his jl_ldgment to ,insure pa~·~~~~~~~ uf 111l
expenses of construction, operat10n, and mamtenance of !'nit! 111nin
canal and appurtenant structures in the manner proviclc·d in the
reclamation law.
·
If during the period of amortization the Secretary of tlw lnlf'rior
shall receive revenues in excess of the amount neressarv to mo ·t'l the
periodical payments to the United States as provided tlw c·Hnlrnt't.
or contracts, executed under this Act, then, immecliatelv n ft •·r 1h<'
settlement of such periodical payments, he shall pay ti, 1l11• :0:1nte
of Arizona 18% per centum of such excess revenues and to llw ~tate
of Nevada 18% per centum of such excess revenues.
Sec. 5. That the Secretary of the Interior is herebY nuth~tt·i :w<l.
under such generol regulations as he may prescribe, to c'l•nt md for
the storage of water in said reservoir and for the cleliwry llll'rN>f
at such points on the river and on said canal as mny be n:rrc·•·cl upon~
for irrigation and domestic uses, and ~eneration of electri,·ul t•twr~y
and dehvery at the switchboard to States, municipal rorp"tlll ions.,
political subdivisions, and private corporations of elertric·nl c•1wrgy
generated at said clam, upon charges that will provide rC'n>llllt· whir h.
in addition to other re\·enue accruing under the rerlnmat ion In w
and 1mder this Act, will in his judgment cover all expen~('~ of "\11'1'11·
tion and maintenance incurred by the United States on nc ·c·ount of
works constructed under this Act and the payments to tlw rnih•d
States under subdivision (b) of section 4. Contracts rc•:-JII•c·ting
water for irrigation and domestic uses shall be for· permnm•nt t;<'J'Vice and .shall conform to paragraph (a) of section 4 of this Art.
No -person shall have or be entitled to have the use for an~· purpo~e
of the ·water stored as aforesaid except by contract made as herem
stated. .,.
·· ·· .· ....
· ·.
·
· After the -repayments ·to the United States of all money nd\'nt;~ced ·
with interest, charp shall- be on such basis and the t'evenue~ d~m·ed '
therefrom ·shall be~ kept in· a separate fund to be expended w1thm the·
Colorado River Ba~in lft_s may hereafter be prescrib~d by the Congress.-·
G~neraLimd unifonrr· regulations shall ·be''pre~cribed by !he said
Secretary. for·the awarding of contracts ·for the sale 'and 'dehvery of
electrical !ienergy; ·and for" r.enew-sls ~nd~r- subdivision '(b) of thisl
section~ arid .in-making such.oonti'acts the ·following shall govern: · r.:
. (a)_ No contract for elect_ri_cal energy or for generation of el~.ctri.~ al :
onergy- shall ·be.·of· lorlg~r 'duTation :tb~n fifty· yefir.s from..· ~e ' dnt~

in

at.which'BUCh e.rtergy·lis ready:for:(lelivery. 1
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Contracts made pursuant to subdivision (a) of this section shall be
made with a view to obtaining reasonable returns and shall contain
provisions whereby at the end of fifteen years from the date of their
execution and every ten years thereafter, there shall be readjustment
of the contract, upon the demand of either party thereto, e1ther upward or downward as to price, as the Secretary of the Interior may
-find to be justified by competitive conditions at distributing points or
competitive centers, and with provisions under which disputes or disagreements as to interpretation or performance of such contract shall
be determined either by arbitration or court proceedings, the ·Secretary of the Interior being authorized to act for the Umted States in
such readjustments or proceedings.
(b) The holder of any contract for electrical energy not in default
thereunder shall be entitled to a renewal thereof upon such terms and
conditions as mny be authorized or required under the then existing
laws and regulations, unless the property of such holder dependent
for 'its usefulness on a continuation of the contract be purchased or
a&cquired and such holder be compensated for damages to its property,
used and useful in the transmission and distribution of such electrical
energy and not taken resulting from the termination of the supply.
(c) Contracts for tbe use of water and necessary privileges for the
generation and distribution of hydroelectric energy or for the sale
and delivery of electrical energy shall be made w1th res}?onsible applicants therefor who will pay the price fixed by the satd Secretary
with a view to meeting the revenue requirements herein provided for.
In case of confli~tin_g applications, if an;Y, such conflicts shall be .resolved by the satd Secretary, after hearmg, with due regard to the
public interest, and in conformity with the policy expressed in the
Federal Water Power Act as to conflicting applications for permits
and licenses, except that preference to applicants for the use of water
and appurtenant works and privileges necessary for the generation
and distributiQn of hydroelectric energy, or for delivery at the
switchboard of a hydroelectric plant, shall be given, first, to a State
for the generation or purchase of electric energy for use in the Stalte,
and the States of Arizona, California,· and Nevada shall be given
equal opportunity as such applicants.
The rights covered by.such preference shall be contracted for by
such State within six months after notice by the Secretary of the
Interior and to be paid for on the same terms and conditions as_may
be provided in other similar contracts made by said Secretary : Pro'vided, houJev er, That no application of a State or a political subdivision for an allocation of water for :power purposes or of elec(rico.l
~nergy shall be denied or another a.pphcation in conflict therewith be
·granted on the ground that the bond issue of such State or political
subdivision, necessary tQ enable the applicant to ·utilize sucb water
and appurtenant works and privileges necessary f~r the .generation
an,d d1stribution of hydroelect:ic energy o·r the elec~~ical energy ·apphed for, has not been authortzed or marketed, unt1l .a fter. a reasonable time,. ~ be determined by 'the. said Secret~ry ·has been given;~
such apphcant to have such bond Issue authorrzed and mark:etea:·'·
:;~·- (d). Anf _
li\genc:f.. rece~~n~. a~ con_t~ac~ .for .e~e;ctdca~ ~~~~gy ·~u~v:. a~~n~ ~0.. ~11e hun~r~~ :t~~U~~nq
:~r~· ~~~S~P'~f.~~.' ~0!, m~r~, .m~y ,"W_1~~}i
·deemed feasible,'by: the1.satd · Secretary, 11from ·engmeenngi·,and eco-
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nomic considerations and under general rt>gulations prescribt-d by him,
be required to permit any other agenc:v hnv.ing contracts hereunder
for less than the t>quival(>nt of twentv-fh·e thousand firm horsepowe1·,
upon application to t~e Secretary of the Interior mude within sixty
days from the execuhon of the contract of the 1\gency the use of
whose transmission line is applied for~ to pnrticipat<> in the benefits
and use of anv main transmission line consh:uctl.'d or to be consh·ucted
by the former for <:arrying such enel'#-?Y (not exceeding, however,
one-fo,urth the capacity of such line) . ujlOn pnvnwnt by such other
agencies of a. t·eosonnble share of the co~t of coilsh·uction, operation,
nnd maintt>n:mce thereof.
.
'fhe usc is hereby authorized of such puhlic niHl rest>rved lands of
the United States as may be nece.<SSary m· l'Oil\'l'nh•ut for the eonstruction, operation, and maintenance of muin tmn!'-mi:.:sion lines to transmit sa1d electrical energy.
SEC. 6. That the oum and t•eservoil' proYitiNl for h,v section 1
hereof shall be used: First, . for .river re:.rnlat ion, imp1·ovement of
navi:ration ~ and flood control; second. fm· irricrut ion nntl domestic
uses and satir:fuction of pres<>nt perfected ri:.ri~t~ in JHII'~uance of
Article VIII of said Colorado Ril'er compaet; nnd thirtl. fol' power.
The title to said dam, reservoir, plant~ n1Hl inl'ith•ntal wol'ks shall
forever remain in the United States, aml the l'nitNl Statt'."i shull,
until otherwise provided by Congress, contl·ol. mnnu~~·. und operate
the same, except as herein otherwise proYidt>d: Prol'idr•d, lwwever,
That the Secretary of the Interior may, in hi~ di ~lTt•tion. entet· into
contracts of lease o£ a unit or units of am· Om·t·nmwnt-built
plant, with right to ~nerate el~ctrical energy.'o1·. nltt•J·nntinl~·, to
enter int.o contructs of lease for the use of water fOI' till' :rellt'J'ntion of
electrical energy as herein provided, in either of whil'11 events the
provisions of section 5 of this Act relating to r...venue. tel'ln. renewals,
determination of conflicting applications, ant~· jeint u~e of t·runsmission lines under contracts for the sole of electrical energy, shall
apply.
'fhe Secret.ary of the Interior shall prescribe and enforce rules
and r egulations conforming with the requirements of tlll' Fe<leral
Water Power Act, so far as applicable, r~spectin~-t mnint<'unnce of
works in condition of repair adequate for their E'flici('JJt operation,
maintenance of a system of accounting, control of rnh•s untl service
in the absence of State regulation or interstate agl't'!'lllt-nt! vuluntion
for rate-making pui-J;loses, transfers of contracts, contrncts (•Xtt>nding
beyond the lease per1od, expro:Qriation of excessive profits, r<'mpture
and/or em~rgency use by. the United. States of propert~· !->f lessees,
and penalt1es for enforcmg reg\llahons made under tlus Act or
'penalizing failure to comply with such regulations or with the
provisions of this Act. He shall also conform with other provbions
of the Federal Water Power Act and of the rules and rl.!gnlations
of the Federal Power Commission, which have been devised or which
may be hereafter devised,· for the protection of the investot· Rnd
consumer. .
.
.
.
The F ederal Power Commission is hereby directed ·not to issue
or approve any permits or licenses under said .F ederal. Wnt~r Po'Yer
Act uoon or affecting the Colo_rado Ri've! ~r a~y <!!. 1ts t_r~~~t.{jru~s,
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New Mexico, Nevndn, Arizona, and California 'u ntil this Act 'shall
become effective as provided in section 4 herein.
· ' · ·· ·
·
SEc. 7. That the Secretary of the Interior may, iri his discretion,
when repayments to the United States of all money advanced, with
intl'rest, reimbursable hereunder, shall have been made, transfer the
title to said canal and appurtenant structures, except the Laguna
Dum and the main canol und appurtenant structures down to an~
inchiaing Syphon Drop, to the districts or oth_er agencie·s of the
l1nited Stat<.>s lun- in~ a beneficial interest therein in proportion to
their respective capital im·estments under such form of organization
as may be accC:'ptable to him. The suid districts or other agencies
shall have the privileg-e at a:ny timt> of utilizing by contract or otherwiRe such :power possibilities as may exist upon said cannl, in proportion to the1r respective contributions or obligations toward the capital
<·o~t of said canal and appurtenant structures from and including
the dih•rsion works to the point where each ·respective power plant
mny be locatt>d. The n et proceeds from any power development on
said canal shall be paid into the fund and credited to said districts
or other agencies on their said contracts, in proportion to their rights
to develol) power, until the districts or other agencies using said
canal sha 1 hn,·e paid thereby and under any contract or otherwi$'e
an amount of money equivalent to the operation and maintenance
.
expense and cost of construction thereof.
SEc. 8. (a) The United States, its permittees, licemees, and con·
tractees, and all users and appropriators of water stored. 'divert~d,
carr~ed, and/~r distributed by the reservoir, canals~ and other works
herem anthor1zed, shall observe and be subject to and controlled by
said Colorado River compact in the construction, management, and
operation of Hnid reservoir, canals, and other works and the storage,
dn·ersion, delivery, and use of water for the generation of po,ver,
irrigation. and other purposes, anything in this Act to the contrary
notwithstanding. and all permits, licenses, and contracts shall so
provide.
·
(b)' Also the lJnited States, in constructing, managing. and opert:tting the dam, reservoir, canals) and other works herein authorized.
including the approJ;>riation, delivery, and use of water for the
generation of power,.1rrigation, or other uses, and all users of ~·ater
thus delivered and all users and appropriators of waters stored by
said re!:ervoir and/ or carried by sa1d canal, including nll permittees
and licensees of the United States or any of its agen,cies, shall observe
and be subject to and controlled, anything to the contrary herein
notwithstanding, by the terms of such compact, if any, between the
States of Arizona, California, and Nevada or any two thereof for
the equitable division of the benefits, ineludin~ power, arising from
the use of water accruing to said StatesJ ·subsidiary to .and consistent
with said Colorado River compact, wh\ch may be negotiated . and
approved by said States and to which ·Con~ess shall give its consent
and approval on. or before J a.huary 1, 1929; and tl1e terms of any
such compact ·conCluded between ·, said States and approved and
consented to by Congress :after · said'. date: P1·ovided, That' in !,the
. latter case such compachho.ll '!le.silbjebt to' all contr.a cts, if any' made
by the Secretary' .d f the· Interio~ tmder.section '5 .hereof pt·iol'· tii' the
date of such approval and consent by C-ongress . .•,. ' · · '.,; :. .:... '
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SEc. 9. That all lands of the United States found by the Secretary
~f ~he ~nterior to be pra~ticable ~f irrigation and reclamation by the
IrrigatiOn works authonzed. her~m shall be withdrawn from public
entry. Thereafter, at the direction of the Secretary of the Interior
such lands. shall be opened for ~try, fu tracts varying" in size but
not exceedmg one hundred and sixty acres, as may be determined
by the Secretary of the Interior, in accordance with . the provisions
of the reclamation law, and any such entryman shall p~J.y an.equitable
share in accordance with the benefits received, as determined b"y the
said Secretary_, of the construction cost of said canal and appurtenant
etructures; sa1d payments to be made in such installments and at
such times as may be specified by the Secretary of the Interior, iri
accordance with the provisions of the said reclamation law, and shallconstitute revenue from said project and be covered into the fund
herein provided for: PrO'Vided, That all .Persons who have served
in the United States Army, Navy, or Manne Corps during the war
with Germany, the war with Spain, or in the suppression c:tf the
insurrection in the Philippines, and who have been honorably separated or discharged therefrom or :placed in the Regular .Army or
Navy Reserve, shall have the exclusive preference right :for a period
of three months to enter said lands, subject, however, to the provisions
of subsection (c) of section 4, Act of December 5, 1924 (Forty-third
Statutes at Large, page 702); and also, so far as practicable, prefer~
ence shall be given to said persons in all construction work authorized_
by this Act: Provided further, That in the event such an entry shall
be relinquished at any time prior to actual residence upon the land
by the entryman for not less than one year, lands so relinquished
shall not be subject to entry for a period of sixty days after the filing
and notation of the relinquishment in the local land office, and after
the expiration of said sixty-day period such lands shall be open to
entry, subject to the preference m this section provided.
SEc. 10. That nothing in this Act shall be construed as modifying
in any manner the existing contract , dated October 23, 1918, between
the United States and the Imperial Irrigation District, providing
for a connection with Laguna Dam; but the Secretary of the IntE'rior
is authorized to enter into contract or contracts with the sa.id district
or other districts, persons, or agencies for the construction, in accordance with this Act, of said canal and appurtenant structures, and
also for the operation and maintenance· thereof, "with the consent of
the other users.
.....,
Sro. 11. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized
to make such studies, surveys, investigations, and do such engineering as" may be necessary to determine the lands in. the State of. Arizona that should be embraced within the boundaries of a reclamation
j)rpject, beret.o fore eomm.'only .~D?~n : ~ri~ hereafter to be known as
the Parker-Gila Valley reclamation pr9~ect, .a nd to recommend the
most practicable and feasible met'l\o4 of Irrigating lands within said .
proj~~·, u~i~ th~r.eof, .and the c~.t. ofthe Sa.me; an~ the .appropri~
tion of such sums of_rooney ~s may..be. necessary !or the .aforesaid
pun. ses from . tiPle.. ~ ~fm~ ~).erel?:('a~thorized . . .'~he ." Secretary
9
Shall. repot1; ~ .COngr~ as ~.~o.~ ;as pr~.~~ca~~e,. a~d not later .t~a.~
~ee~~~J.').O, l~~lt ·,hiS. finrl:mgs,,:co~c!Q.Stons,. 1 p.;n~. recommendaho~
regar~g suc_h pr~JeC~, ·~,;·.: · . u•.;.· . ·. ~ · : ·· ·· _
,. ·:. ,,.,, 1.:: .", ~ .• ··: '""·,
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SEc. 12. "Political subdivision, or "~olitical subdivisions"· as
used in this Act shall be understood to include any State,· irrigation

other, "district~ municipality, or o~he.r governmental organization.
" Recla:mation law " as used in this Act shall be·understood -to mean
that certain Act of the Congress o:f the United States approved June
17, 1902, entitled "An Act appropriatin_g the receipts from the sale
and disposal of public land m certain States and Territories to the
· ('Onstruction of irrigation works for the reclamation of arid lands," ·
and the Acts amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto.
·
" Maintenance " as used herein shall be d-eemed to include in each
instance provision for keeping the works in good operating condition.
" The Federal Water Power Act," as · used in this Act, shall be
understood to mean that certain Act of Congress of the United
States approved June 10, 1920, entitled "An Act to create a Federal
Power (.;ommission; to provide for the improvemen~ of navi~ation;
the de~lopment of water power; the use of the pubhc lands m relation thereto; and to repeal section 18 of the River and Harbor A~pro
priation Act, approved August 8t 1917, and for other purposes,' and
the Acts amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto.
·"Domestic" whenever employed in this Act shall include w!}ter
uses defined as "domestic" in said Colorado River compact.
·
SEc. 13. (a) The Colorado River compact signed at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, November 24, 1922, pursuant to Act of Congress
!ippron~d August 19, 1921).. entitled "An Act to permit a comp~ct or
agreement between the ;::,tates of Arizona, California, Colorado,
Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming respecting the disposition and apportionment of the waters of the Colorado River, and for
other purposes," is hereby approved by the Congress of the United
States, and the provisions of the first paragraph of article 11 of the
said Colorado River compact, making said compact binding and
obligatory when it shall have been approved by the legislatm·e of
E-ach of the signatory States, are hereby waived, and this approval
Phall become effective when the State of California and at least five
of the other States mentioned, sliall have approved or may he~~fter
approve said compact as aforesaid and shall consent to such waiv&r,
ns herein provided.
·
' ·
(b) The rights of the United States in or· to waters of the Colorado River and its tributaries howsoever claimed or acquired, as
well as the rights of those claiming under the United States, shall be
su.bj~c~ to ~J!d ~on trolled . by said Col~raqo .~iv~r compact. ·
. ·
; (c) ·Abo all patents; grants, contra~ts, concesstons, leases,_pe~Its,
licenses. ·rights"of way, ot" other pt+vileges frpm the Pnited Statfls or
Under its authority l necessary I Or CQtlVeriierif for' dre'·use Of •waters
Of the Colorado River "or its .tributaries;
"for ' the generation
trans~is~i<m of ~lectr!cnl..~~e.rgy ge~e~~~~~." bJ."~~a~~· :of the
of sntd nver or 1ts tnbutar1es, wlietlier un<Ier this _L\ct1
"Wil'te"r Power Acf or otlieqvise"". sl:iall' ..... l.l...;;L:'.~t..;.; '
alia with Jth~ ·exptes$" covena'nt'·that·
h'oHleiS' 'tlitH·~'f, tQ .. water~· lif. ll*-1!
df:whrch "th' ··'8an1e'1ir •"neces~a11 ' ' , nve' ieilt~
t'rsti of •the1 ~tn ·.gh~l,likewiSe ·~ ·~b~~~~
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· (d) The 'conditions and covenants referred to herein shall be
deemed -to run with the land and the right, interest, or prh·ilege
therein and water right, and shall attach as a matter of lawhwhethcr
set out. or referred to in the instrument evidencing any sue patent,
grant, contract. concession, .lease, permit, lic~nse, right of way, or
other privilege from the United Sta.tes or un<ler its authority, or not,
and shall be deemed to be for the benefit of and be available to the
" Statt>s of Arizona, California, Colorado. Nevada,.New Mexieo, Utah~
and 'Vyomin~, and the users of water then•in or then•under, by way
of suit.; defense, or otherwise, in any litigation respecting the waterll
of the Colorado River or its tributo.ries.
SEc. 14. This Act shall be deemed a supplement to the reclamation· law~ which said reclamation law shall I!OWl'll the construction,
operation~ ancl management of the works herein authm·ized, except
as otherwise herein pl'Ovided.
SEc. 15. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directed
to make investigation and public reports of the feasibility of projects
for irri~tation, ~teneration of electric power, and other purposes in
the States of Arizona, Nevada, Colorado, New :Mexico, Utah, nn<l
'\Vyoming for the purpose of making such informati?n available to
said Stati."S and to the Congress, and of formulatm~ a comprehensive scheme of control ana the improvement and utilization of
the water of the Colorado River and its tributaries. The sum of
$250.000 is hereby authorized to be appropriat{!d from said Colorado
River Dam fund, created by section 2 of this Act, for such purposes.
SEc. 16. In furtherance of any comprehensh·e plan formulatetl
hereafter for the control, improvement, and utilization of the resources of the Colorado River system and to the end that the project
authorized by this Act may constitute and be administered as a
unit in such control, improvement, and utilization, any commission
or commissioner duly authorized undet: the laws o~ any ratif_Ying
State in that behall shall have the r1ght to act m an advisory
capacity to and in cooperation with the Secretary of the Interior in
the exercise of any authority under the provisions of sections 4, 5,
and 14 of this Act, and shall have at all times access to records of
all Federal af!encies empowered to act under said sections, and shall
be entitled to have copies of said records on request.
SEc. 17. Claims of the United States arising out of any contract
authorized by this Act shall have priority over all others, secured or
unsecured.
.
SEc. 18. Nothing herein shall be construed as interfering with
such rights as the States now have either to the waters within their
borders or to ado_{lt such policies and enact such laws as they may
deem necessary with respect to the appropriationJ control, and use
of waters wi~hin their bOrders, ex<'.ept as .modifie<t by the Colorado
· River compact or other ~ntei'state agreement.
SEc. 19. That the consent of Co~gress is hereby l!iven to the States
of Arizona. California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, a.nc.l
Wyoming to nl'gotiate and enter into compacts or ,ag_reements, supplemental to and in conformity with the Colorado River· compa<;t
and consistent with this, Act for .a comprehensive plan .·for , the
development of the Colorado River and providin$! for , the storage,
diversio~, and use of the waters of said river. . Atiy such coinpact

11

or· u:rr·N•ttwnt mny provicll' for the construetion of dams, headworks,
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nn<l otl1cr eli \'ct·siou wor·ks or structur€.'s for flood control, reclarnntion, improvement of navig-ntion, di,·ision of water, or other purpos€.'s nnd/or the construction of power houses or other structures
£ot· the purpose of the dewlopnwnt of water power o.nd the financing of the same; and for such purpmws may authorize the creation of
interstate commissions and/ or the creation of corporations, authori.
ties, or other instrumentalities.
(o.) Such consent is given upon condition thnt a representatiYe of
the United States, to he appointed bY the Pn•sident, shall pnrticipnte
in the negotiations and shall make· reiJort to Congress of t he proceedings and of any compact or agreement entered into.
(b) No such comJJUct or agreement sh~ll.be binding ot· obligatory
upon any of l:iUCh States unless and until It has been approved l.Jy
the legislature of each of such States aud by the Congress of tlie
United States.
SEc.. 20. Nothing in this Art shall be construed as a denial or
recognition of any rights, if any. in Mexico to the use o£ the wuters
of the Colorudo River system. ·
SEc. 21. That the short title of this Act shall be" Boulder Canyon
Project Act."
Approved, December 21, 1928.
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METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, AUTHORIZED:s-y-VOTE OF THE PEOPLE NOVf:M~6, 1928, AND EMBRAOIRG'fHE FOLLOWING ELEVEN
CITIESS BEVERLY HILLS._ BURBANK, GLENDALE, -PASADENA, ANTA MONICA, SAN MARINO LOS ANGELES, ANAHEIM, SAN'l:_A ANA, SAN BERNARDIN6 AlrD COLTON, WITH
ESSENTIAL DATA,

BALLOT NOV,

CITIES

YES

6 1 19~8

0

LATEST

POPULATION AVAILABLE ·
1927 1ST,
VALUATION

·LOS ANGELES COUNTY
Beverly Hills
Burbank

Glendale

Pasadena
Santa Monica
San Marino
Los Angeles
Total

2,592
2,265
14,232
19,438
6,087
682
---"::-182, 694
227,988

647
950
3,247
2,007
.1,183
122
54,756
62,912

10,500 • 59,412,840
25,00
23,393,795
80,000
74,424,860
8o,ooo 124,126,620
45,000
63,923,940
a,soo 14,607,065
1'1375.-ooo· 18~,559 1 210 _
1,618,000 2?23,~48,330

l, 792

607
1,277
1,884

13,000 • 7,878,185
35,oop
20,336.-0q5__
48,000
28,214,250

5,749

2,262
484
2,746

4o,ooo I 18,239,928
8,500 . 3,516.. 859
48,500
21,801,787

241,740

67,542

ORANGE COUNTY
Anaheim
Santa Ana

-SAN

6,211
8,003

BERNARDINO 00,

-

Se.n Bernardino
Colton

TOTAL .

5,032
717

rrr14,soo 2273,464,367 ---

sEVERAL OTHER CITIES L~E LIKELY TO JOIN
INLCUDING THE FOLLOWING, ALHAMBRA,
INGLEWOOu, LONG BEACH AND SOUTH PASADENA,

DISTRICT~

. , Alhambra
. Inglewood
Long Beach

Total

30,000 • 26,090,915
22,950
15,820,335
144,000 162,998,420
196,950 $204,907,670
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Imperial CounbJ, California
1928 Statistics
~
0

,. .
Crop and Livestock Values

Assessed Oaluatlon
1100
0

1910
S12.148.180

1928
S54.248,738

Countl:) Oalues
Real Estate and Improvements ..........1928 $88,367,898
Desert Land Value. Estimated _____ __.1928 10,280,000
Mineral Resource Value ·-····-····-········1928
725,820

$99,373,218
Imperial Irrigation District ·--~---·····-1928 $21,946,467
School Values ···~·-···--··········-·---·--·1928
6,005,700
Crop Values ··········-·--····-····--·· ..-..1928 61,429,682
Live Stock Values ········- ······-----········1928 11,101,767

$89,482,566
Bank Capitalization ................................1928 118,060,000
Bank Deposita ..........................................1928 10,271,923
Bank Clearings .................. 4 .....- ...........1928 66,313,878
Postal Receipts ···········-······--·---------.1928
163,036
Average .Mean Temperature ........_.-1928 72 Degrees
Total Rainfall -·-··-···---········-·······--1928 0.28 Inc:h
First Killin~ FrosL..........Season 1927-1928 Dee. 22
Last Killin~ Frost........_Season 1927-1928 Jan. 16th
Average Re ative Humidity.................-1928 0.29
Population 1900-0
Population 1928-60,000
Number of Farms - ·············---·-·---··-- 4,769
Operated by Tenants -·--·--··-··--····-- 2,947
Number of Property Owners ..- ...:·-·---10,396
~ra~ by Owners ·······-··-·-····--·-·-- 1,812
ga ed Area - ·····-·-·······-------625,797 Acres

crotal Ualues
Cotmty Values ·····--·-····-·············-1928
School Values ·······-····--··-·--·-···--1928

$ 99,373,218
5,006,700

Irrigation District Valuation,
Engineer's Estimate ···-···-······1928
Crops and Live Stock Valuation ....1928

21,945,467
62,581,399

Total cOunty Value --········--·-··--·--·· $188,855,784

Alfalfa ···-···········-·····
Barley ··--·····-··-···-··
Milo Malza ··-·--Wheat ···--·--·-·-·
Rice -------------·
Cotton - - - - Cotton by-products ..
Lettuce - .· - · Watermelons - - - ·
Squash aud
Cucumbers --··

10,480
1,000
580
76
24
148
1,066

c:arioads
carloads

carloads

earloada
carloads
carloads
carloads
1~,286 carloads
3,820 carloads

carloads
carJoada
Spinach -------carloada
Tomatoea - - - cartoad.B
Peas - - - - - - · carloads
Cantaloupes -------carioact.
carload&
Honey Dews - - - Honey Balls ··-··-·--··
carloads
Miscellaneous Melons
blO cartoad.B
Asparacus - - - · 138 carloads
Grapes ----------466 carloads
Strawberries ----20 carloads
Dates - - · - - - - - 100.000 pounds
Grapefruit ----·--136 carloads
Pecans - - - - - - 2,800 pounds
Honey - - - - - - - · 900,000 pounda
Butter Fat --··-- -6,000,000 pounds
Powdered Milk - M Carload.B
Hicks .......___
12 carloads
Wool - - 8 carioada
lee --------·-- 319,616 tons
C,.ttlet - - - - - - - - - 66,000 head
Dairy Cattle · - - - 28,000 head
Horses _,_______
9,683 head
Mules ...... --~---2,169 head
Sheep -·-·-····---------· 92,504 head
Hogs ···--··-·-- ·---···- 14,912 head
Poultry ........................
9,188 d01;en
Turkeys -·-··---- 652,600 pounds
Beea ---·
16,000 stands
CarJ"Ots - - - - - -

320
789
27
iol
364
20,036
1,500
793

Total ears shipped, 1928 56.173

$ 3,146,000
980,000
604,600
88,2M
43,200
684,600
1,6U,960
10,262.689

1.301,866
426,4$66
~

18,QIS

60Z,l74
669,818
19,460,9W
1,760,600
782,988
672,046
'122,1.96
883,969
60,000

60.000
162,887
1,400
61,500
2,868,000

266,000
108,000
40,600
2,666,120
5,885,000
2,997,191
726,226
124~5

839,936
151,920
91,880
195,750
90,000

$62,531,399

HESE ~tatistics were compiled by the Imperial County Board of Trade under the supervision of the Board of Supervisors. Anyone wishing further information concerning Imperial Valley farm lands and lands affected by Boulder Dam project may write
-lmperiai County Board of Tr.ade, Court House, El Centro, or may obtain it at Imperial .Valley desk located. in Chamber of Commerce Building, Los Angeles, 12th and
·· · . Hill Streets.
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